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3Abstract
It is widely recognised that the most popular manner of image representation is
obtained by using an energy-preserving transform, like the Fourier transform. However,
since the advent of computerised tomography in the 70s, another manner of image rep-
resentation has also entered the center of interest. This new type is the projection space
representation, obtained via the Radon transform. Methods to invert the Radon transform
have resulted in a wealth of tomographic applications in a wide variety of disciplines.
Functions that are reconstructed by inverting the Radon transform are scalar func-
tions. However, over the last few decades there has been an increasing need for similar
techniques that would perform tomographic reconstruction of a vector field when having
integral information. Prior work at solving the reconstruction problem of 2-D vector field
tomography in the continuous domain showed that projection data alone are insufficient
for determining a 2-D vector field entirely and uniquely. This thesis treats the problem in
the discrete domain and proposes a direct algebraic reconstruction technique that allows
one to recover both components of a 2-D vector field at specific points, finite in number
and arranged in a grid, of the 2-D domain by relying only on a finite number of line-
integral data. In order to solve the reconstruction problem, the method takes advantage
of the redundancy in the projection data, as a form of employing regularisation. Such a
regularisation helps to overcome the stability deficiencies of the examined inverse prob-
lem. The effects of noise are also examined. The potential of the introduced method is
demonstrated by presenting examples of complete reconstruction of static electric fields.
The most practical sensor configuration in tomographic reconstruction problems is
the regular positioning along the domain boundary. However, such an arrangement does
not result in uniform distribution in the Radon parameter space, which is a necessary
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requirement to achieve accurate reconstruction results. On the other hand, sampling the
projection space uniformly imposes serious constraints of space or time. In this thesis,
motivated by the Radon transform theory, we propose to employ either interpolated data
obtained at virtual sensors (that correspond to uniform sampling of the projection space) or
probabilistic weights with the purpose of approximating uniformity in the projection space
parameters. Simulation results demonstrate that when these two solutions are employed,
about 30% decrease in the reconstruction error may be achieved. The proposed methods
also increase the resilience to noise. On top of these findings, the method that employs
weights offers an attractive solution because it does not increase the reconstruction time,
since the weight calculation can be performed off-line.
This thesis also looks at the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem from the aspect
of sampling. To address sampling issues, the standard parallel scanning is treated. By
using sampling theory, the limits to the sampling steps of the Radon parameters, so that
no integral information is lost, are derived. Experiments show that when the proposed
sampling bounds arc violated, the reconstruction accuracy of the 2-D vector field deteri-
orates over the case where the proposed sampling criteria are imposed. It is shown that
the employment of a scanning geometry that satisfies the proposed sampling requirements
also increases the resilience to noise.
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7Style Conventions
• References to the bibliography, placed in the end of this thesis, will appear a.'i [48].
• Equation and Figure have been abbreviated to Eq. and Fig. respectively. Likewise,
Equations and Figures have been abbreviated to Eqs. and Figs. respectively.
• Equations and Figures are numbered by the chapter, i.e. Eq. (2.10) is the tenth
equation in Chapter 2.
• The Fourier transform of a function g(x) is denoted by FT{g(x)}.
• Scalar variables are denoted by normal letters, while non-scalar variables (vectors
and matrices) are denoted by bold-faced letters. Upper case bold letters are used for
matrices, whereas lower case bold letters denote vectors. For the vector notation,
we also use the symbol - for arbitrary vectors and the symbol' for unit vectors.
- -T
• The transpose of b is shown as b .
• The determinant of a matrix A is denoted by IAI.
• A matrix A with I rows and J columns is denoted as A E IR1x J .
• {)D denotes the boundary of region D.
• * denotes the convolution for one dimension.
• The scalar product between two vectors a and b is denoted by a .b .
• Symbol:L denotes the sum operator and the symbol 11 denotes the product operator.
Style Conventions 8
• Symbol E means "belongs to" .
• Symbol Vmeans "for all".
• Symbol U denotes the union in set theory.
• l·J is the symbol for the floor operator and r'l denotes the ceiling operator.
• Symbol \7 denotes the del operator defined in the 2-D Cartesian coordinate system
(z , y) as \7 = IJxx + -/Jyy, where x and y form the basis of the system. It is used
as a shorthand form to denote: i) the gradient of a scalar function f (\7f), ii) the
divergence of a vector v (\7 . v) and iii) the curl of a vector v (\7 x v).
• The Dirac delta function is denoted by 5( ).
• The exponential function is denoted by exp( ).
• The Heaviside step function is denoted by lJ ( ).
• The natural logarithm is denoted by log( ).
• rect( ) denotes the rectangular function of value 1 for argument between - ~ and ~,
and 0 otherwise.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
VECTOR field tomography is an area that has received considerable attention dur-ing the last decades and deals with the problem of the determination of a vector
field distribution from non-invasive integral measurements. When one tries to investi-
gate planar! vector fields in bounded domains, two classes of tomographic measurement
arise, depending on the interaction between the obtained measurements and the examined
vector field. In the first type of measurement, only the component of the investigated
vector field along the measurement line is observed (longitudinal measurements), while
the second class of tomographic measurement collect information from the component of
the investigated vector field perpendicular to the measurement line (transversal measure-
ments). Next, we briefly outline the recent developments and limitations of 2-D vector
field tomography.
During the short history of vector field tomography, many investigators attempted
to solve the related reconstruction problem. They invariably discussed this inverse problem
in continuum terms and used a scalar tomography-based approach. In particular, in
order to help their work, the researchers employed the classical Helmholtz decomposition
theorem, that decomposes the examined vector field into its irrotational and solenoidal
IThis thesis deals only with vector fields that have two components.
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components, and treated each vector component using a scalar tomography method. The
conclusion that was drawn was that, by relying only on line-integral measurements, the
reconstruction problem in 2-D vector field tomography was underdetermined [4], [32]'
[48], [67]. In particular, it was found that only one component of the vector field could
be recovered from tomographic measurements. The recovered component was either the
curl-free (irrotational) part or the divergence-free (solenoidal) part, depending on the
physical principle of the measurements (i.e., the interaction between the obtained set
of measurements and the investigated vector field, mentioned above) of the considered
application. An algebraic reconstruction method of this type, where the authors considered
the prohlem of only reconstructing the solenoidal component from the tomographic data,
was developed in [12].
One possible solution to this problem would be to collect data using both types of
relation between the measurements and the examined vector field for every application.
Indeed, such an amount of information would be sufficient to allow for a full reconstruc-
tion of the vector field, as Braun and Hauck demonstrated in [4]. Unfortunately, there
arc only very few specialised applications (mainly in Schlieren tomography), where it is
physically realisable to have both types of measurement available. Another solution was
proposed by Norton [48], who suggested that one may have a full reconstruction based
only on longitudinal measurements, as long as, apart from the longitudinal measurements,
supplementary information about the investigated vector field, especially boundary con-
ditions or a priori information about its source distribution, is available as well. A study,
where the developed algebraic methodology was about fully reconstructing a vector field
based on longitudinal measurements and a priori information about the source distribu-
tion of the vector field to be imaged, was presented in [61]. Another similar example of
using, apart from the projection measurements, also supplementary information about
the examined vector field lies in meteorology [31]. The supplementary information, that
the authors of [31] employed about the examined wind velocity field, was in the form of
angle measurements. In addition, Rouseff and Winters showed in [58] that a complete 2-D
vector field reconstruction based on boundary data is possible for scattering geometries.
However, the model they used for the available measurements was a scattering model
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rather than the integral-geometry transformations, that have been traditionally used in
vector field tomography and are based on transmission. Next, we describe the range of
issues that this thesis deals with.
1.2 Overall Scope of this Thesis
In this thesis, we look at the application of tomography to the reconstruction of 2-D
vector fields. We make an attempt to give an answer to the following questions: "what
information about a vector field can be extracted from integral measurements, obtained
along lines that go through the vector field's domain of definition?" and "is it possible
to have a complete and unique reconstruction of a vector field based only on projection
(line-integral) data, obtained on the boundary of the vector field's domain of definition?"
An important issue when solving inverse problems is the resilience of the solution
to noise. In this thesis, we examine the effect of noise on the reconstruction of 2-D vector
fields. The types of noise that we consider are inaccuracies in the sensor measurements,
sensor misplacements and both the above effects simultaneously. Methods to improve
noise tolerance are also the topic of discussion in this thesis.
Inverse problems, like the reconstruction problem in 2-D vector field tomography,
suffer from the notorious ill-posed nature, in the sense of Hadamard [22]. As a result, the
solution to these reconstruction problems endures stability deficiencies that are related to
the solution's existence, uniqueness and continuous dependency on the projection data.
Stability issues, when solving the 2-D vector field tomography reconstruction problem, are
also the subject of consideration in this thesis.
According to the theory of the Radon transform [9], a necessary requirement to
produce reconstruction results with the accuracy desired in medical imaging, when us-
ing discrete approximations, is to sample uniformly the Radon domain parameter space.
However, sampling this space uniformly creates serious impracticalities concerning space
or time, that are discussed in Chapter 4. In the light of the above two statements, this
thesis attempts to develop methods that approximate uniform sampling in the projection
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space with a view to achieving improved 2-D vector field reconstruction quality. Critical
issues, like practical sensor configuration and overall reconstruction time, are taken into
account by this thesis when designing such methods.
This thesis, also, addresses sampling issues in relation to 2-D vector field tomogra-
phy. We consider standard parallel scanning and make an attempt to give an answer to
questions like "what are the sampling requirements that must be imposed OIl the distances
of the parameters of the projection space, for a given spatial resolution in the sought-for
vector field, so as not to lose boundary integral information?" or "given a sampling of the
sinogram, what is the maximum acceptable resolution in the reconstruction region?". The
influence of the sampling rate of the projection space on the quality of 2-D vector field
reconstruction is also studied. Next, we provide an overview of this thesis.
1.3 Organisation of this Thesis
The research work and writing up of this PhD thesis were carried out from January
2006 to October 2009 at the Advanced Technology Institute, University of Surrey and the
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Imperial College London, and were
supervised by Maria Petrou and S. Ravi P. Silva. This PhD thesis, entitled Solving the
Inverse Radon Transform for Vector Field Tomographic Data, discusses 2-D vector field
tomography and is divided into seven chapters.
The main tools and reconstruction algorithms used in vector field tomography are
natural generalisations of those used in conventional (scalar) tomography. Therefore, we
find it useful to review the classical tomography in Chapter 2. The scalar tomography
framework and the applications to X-ray computerised tomography (CT) and positron
emission tomography (PET) are presented there. A brief description of some basic scalar
tomographic reconstruction algorithms, that rely on Fourier analysis, backprojection, lin-
ear algebra and statistics, is also given.
Chapter 3 on vector field tomography is the central part of this thesis. We give a
short account of the application areas of vector field tomography. We define the relevant
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integral transforms, namely the two types of vectorial Radon transform. These transforms
form the mathematical basis for dealing with the problem of 2-D vector field tomographic
mapping. We describe in detail the approaches, that have been employed so far, to solve
the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem and discuss their limitations. We introduce a
novel direct algebraic reconstruction algorithm that allows one to estimate both compo-
nents of a 2-D vector field at specific sampling points, finite in number and arranged in a
grid of the reconstruction region, by relying only on a finite number of line-integral data
obtained on the boundary of this domain. The proposed technique achieves the complete
2-D vector field recovery by exploiting the redundancy in the projection data, as a form of
employing regularisation. For the evaluation of the introduced method, we present exam-
ples of electric field reconstruction. Chapter 3, also, explains the treatment we employ in
order to deal with the stability deficiencies of the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem.
It turns out that, by following the proposed reconstruction technique, the ill-posedness of
the inverse problem of 2-D vector field tomography is noticeable, but manageable and not
serious. The performance of the proposed reconstruction approach in noisy environments
is also studied. Experimental results point out that the proposed reconstruction technique
is relatively robust to perturbations in the sensor positions.
In Chapter 4, we propose the employment of interpolated integral data as a means
of improving the vector field reconstruction quality and maintaining, at the same time, a
practical sensor configuration. These data are obtained at "virtual" sensors that corre-
spond to uniform sampling of the projection space. Hence, this method is not limited by
physical constraints on sensor placement. We go on to show that the employment of such
interpolated data also increases the resilience to noise.
In Chapter 5, we employ probabilistic weights to account for the non-uniformity
in the projection space. Simulation results show that this employment leads to significant
reduction of reconstruction error without having to resort to impractical sensor positioning
or, most importantly, increase the processing time. The reason that the overall reconstruc-
tion time does not increase is that the calculation of the proposed weights is based on the
known and predetermined sensor configuration. Hence, this calculation can be performed
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in advance (off-line).
In Chapter 6, we look at the vector field reconstruction problem from the aspect
of sampling. This aspect it> crucial for the design of imaging devices. We consider parallel
scanning 2-D vector field tomography and derive the sampling bounds, which must be
imposed on the sampling of projection space parameters in order to achieve an intended
spatial resolution of the investigated 2-D vector field and, at the same time, not to lose
boundary integral information. Experimental results demonstrate that when the derived
sampling bounds are violated, the reconstruction accuracy of the vector field deteriorates
both in noise-free and noisy environments.
In Chapter 7, we conclude this thesis and summarise mam contributions and
achievements. Possible directions of future research are also outlined.
Finally, references that support statements in this thesis are listed in Bibliogra-
phy. Next, we list the publications that resulted from the research work, included in this
thesis.
1.4 Relevant Publications by the Author
Many of the outcomes of the research work, presented in this thesis, have been
published or submitted to high calibre refereed journals and conference proceedings. A
list of publications is given below:
Journals:
• Giannakidis A. and Petrou M., "Improved 2-D Vector Field Reconstruction using
Probabilistic Weights", IEEE Transactions of Signal Processing, -submitted, under
review.
• Giannakidis A. and Petrou M., "Sampling Bounds for 2-D Vector Field Tomog-
raphy", Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision, Springer, -submitted, under
review.
• Giannakidis A., Kotoulas L. and Petrou M. "Virtual Sensors for 2-D Vector Field
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Tomography", Journal of the Optical Society of America A, -submitted, under re-
view.
• Petrou M. and Giannakidis A., "Full Tomographic Reconstruction of 2-D Vec-
tor Fields using Discrete Integral Data", the Computer Journal, Oxford Journals,
-submitted, under review.
Conference Proceedings:
• Giannakidis A., Kotoulas1., Petrou M., "Improved 2-D Vector Field Reconstruc-
tion Using Virtual sensors and the Radon Transform", Proceedinqs of the 30th Annual
lniernational Conference of the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society
(EMBC 2008), Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, August 20-24, pp. 2725-2728,
2008.
• Petrou M., Giannakidis A., "Complete Tomographic Reconstruction of 2-D Vector
Fields using a system of Linear Equations", Proceedings of the 12th Annual Medical
Image Understanding and Analysis Conference (MIUA 2008), Dundee, Scotland,
UK, July 2-3, pp. 132-136, 2008.
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Chapter 2
Scalar Tomographic
Reconstruction using the Radon
Transform
As mentioned in the Introduction, the treatment of scalar and vector fields is similar.Therefore, we find it useful to review scalar tomography in this chapter.
2.1 Integral Geometry and the Radon Transform
Radon transform is an integral transform and it was first described by the Austrian
mathematician Johan Radon who published a paper! in 1917, "On the determination of
functions from their integrals along certain manifolds" [55]. This chapter discusses only
the 2-D Radon transform.f In particular the Radon transform of an image function is
discussed. A special version of the Radon transform applied to binary images is known as
the Hough transform.
The Hough transform [25] is suited for line parameter extraction even in the pres-
ence of noise. It is able to transform each line into a point in the parametric space of line
lThe translation of the original paper from German into English may be found in Appendix A of [9].
2Some of the discussion can be readily generalised to the 3-D Radon transform. For more details see
Appendix D of [70J.
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representation with coordinates corresponding to the parameters of the line. In this way,
the Hough transform converts a difficult global detection problem in the image domain
into a more easily solved local peak detection problem in the parameter domain, where the
actual line parameters can be recovered, e.g. by thresholding the parameter space. This
property has led to many line detection algorithms within image processing, computer
vision and seismics.
Theoretical ideas found in the early work of Radon apply in many tomographic"
techniques: X-ray CT, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), single photon emission comput-
erised tomography (SPECT), PET and ultrasound imaging. The construction of images
in all medical imaging modalities, mentioned above, relies on using the Radon transforrn.
Hence, in the next section, we present the theoretical foundations of the Radon transform.
This chapter is structured as follows. In the rest of Section 2.1, we define the
Radon transform, the main tool in tomography, and discuss the sampling properties of
its discrete version. In Section 2.2, we present the applications of Radon transform in X-
ray CT and PET. In Section 2.3, we present some classical methods to invert the Radon
transform, namely Fourier reconstruction and filtered backprojection. In Section 2.4, we
present techniques that perform inversion of the scalar Radon transform by relying on
linear algebra. Finally, in Section 2.5, we discuss statistical reconstruction methods that
are commonly used in emission tomography.
2.1.1 Defining the Radon Transform
The Radon transform can be defined in several different ways, but all of them
are related. One of the most popular definitions is the normal Radon transform. This
definition is used in many fields of science, e.g. medicine, astronomy and microscopy.
The normal Radon transform g(p, e) of a continuous smooth 2-D function g(x, y)
is found by integrating values of 9 along lines. A line is defined in terms of parameters p
and e, defined in Fig. 2.1.
3The word "tomography" origins in the Greek language and consists of the words "T()11O<;" meaning
"slice" and ",pac/rr7j1o" meaning "image".
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Figure 2.1: The two parameters p and (J used to define a line.
Parameter p is the shortest distance from the origin of the coordinate system to
the line, and () is an angle corresponding to the angular orientation of the line. Using the
normal parameters p and (), the equation of a line may he put in the form:
p = x cos ()+ y sin () (2.1)
Hence the Radon transform of a function g(x, y) is given by
jtOOj+OOg(p,()) = -00 -00 g(x,y)o(p-xcos()-ysin())dxdy (2.2)
where 8 is the Dirac delta function. The task of tomographic reconstruction is to find
g(x, y) given the knowledge of g(p, ()). An equivalent way of writing Eq. (2.2) is derived if
we change the coordinate system of Fig. 2.1, by rotating (x, y) by () (as shown in Fig. 2.2)
and defining parameters (p, s)
x = p cos ()- s sin () (2.3)
y = p sin ()+ s cos () (2.4)
where the s-axis is parallel to the line. Then, Eq. (2.2) is transformed into:
j+OOfj(p, e) = -00 g(p cos e - s sin e, p sin ()+ s cos ())ds (2.5 )
The values of fj(p, ()) are defined in the 2-D Radon space or parameter domain.
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Figure 2.2: The transformation of coordinates (.1'. Y) {:} ((1.8).
Function fj(p, ()) is often referred to as the sinogram because the Radon transform of an
off-center point source is a sinusoid (see Eq. (2.1) assuming that x and yare fixed). Thus.
the Radon transform of a point source is confined in a finite parameter domain.
Another important property of the normal Radon transform is that all lines can be
described by choosing 0 ::; () < 27rand p 2 O. However, we frequently introduce negative
values of p and the parameter domain is bounded by 0 ::; () < tt and - Pmax ::; P ::; Pmax
where Pmax is positive and finite when a discrete implementation is considered. The
above boundaries of the parameter domain are very much related to the following nice
mathematical property of the sinogram fj(p, ()):
g(p,O) = g( -P, 0 + 7r) (2.6)
Moreover the normal Radon transform is a linear function and, also, rules about transla-
tion, rotation and scaling apply."
2.1.2 The Discrete Radon Transform and Sampling Properties
Unfortunately, only a subset of primitive functions can be transformed analytically.
These basic functions include the circular disc, the square, the triangle, the pyramid
and the Gaussian bell.5 For all other functions, a discrete approximation to the Radon
4More details and derivations about the properties of the 2-D Radon transform may be found in Ap-
pendix B of [70J.
5Analytical estimations of the Radon transform of these primitives may be found in Appendix B of [70J.
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transform applied to a digital image has to be used.
To obtain the discrete approximation, a uniform sampling of the four variables
x, y, p and 0 with steps box, boy, boO and bop, respectively, is assumed. Hence a limited set
of samples is considered
x = Xm = Xmin + trus«, m=O,I, ... ,lIt-l
y = Yn = Ymin + nboy, n = 0, 1, ... ,N - 1 (2.7)
o = Ot = Ornin+ tboO, t=O,I, ... ,T-l
p = Pr = Pmin + rbop, r = 0,1, ... ,R - 1
where At, N, T and R are the total numbers of samples of x, Y, 0 and p, respectively. Sam-
pling function g(x, y) produces a digital image, and likewise the discrete Radon transform
can be presented as a digital image:
(2.8)
(2.9)
Regarding the sampling of x, Y and p, it is optimal to choose symmetrical points
around zero:
(M -1)
Xmin = -Xmax = - 2 box
(N - 1)
Ymin = -Ymax = - 2 boy
(R - 1)
Pmin = -Pmax = - 2 bop
(2.10)
Considering the angular sampling, the starting point may be chosen to be Omin = 0 and
the sampling interval of () should be set to span 1T, i.e. ~() = If.
When implementing a Radon transform algorithm, there are some requirements,
relating to the sampling intervals, that must be fulfilled. In particular, for a given digital
image, there exist upper limits of sampling steps in the parameter domain. Violating these
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limits, by not sampling sufficiently dense the parameters of the Radon domain, can result
in aliasing problems for this domain. We usually define bounds on the sampling distances
in the parameter domain by demanding that changing either of the Radon parameters with
its respective sampling interval, this should not lead to more than a pixel of difference in
the image. This is equivalent to a demand that the change of consecutive lines should
be below one sample. If we do not meet this criterion, some of the pixels might not add
weight to the parameter domain, hence information is lost. The optimal sampling rate
depends also on the type of image. The sampling properties of the discrete normal Radon
transform arc addressed in [70j.
A simple and common approach to implement the linear normal Radon transform
is to use a sum approximation to Eq. (2.5)
g(r, t) =1:00g(Pr cos (h - s sin et, p; sin et + 8 cos et) ds
H~l
~ D.s 2:: g(Pr cos et - .'ih sin et, Pr sin et + .'ih cos et)
h=O
(2.11)
where Sh is a linear sampling of variable s with step D.s
s = Sh = Smin + hD.s, h = 0,1, ... ,Hs - 1 (2.12)
where H, is the total number of samples of S parameter. This approach gives rise to many
problems. The most serious one is that for a given value of h, the image points used to
compute the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.11) almost never coincide with samples
in the digital image. Hence an interpolation in both variables (rn, n) is needed. This 2-D
interpolation should be avoided due to the artifacts it creates. Another question is how
densely parameter s should be sampled.
The Radon transform (and its derivative Hough transform) have been used exten-
sively in image processing for the identification of parametric curves. However, the most
significant application of the Radon transform is, by far, in tomographic methods. Non-
invasive tomographic methods can be found in almost every branch of science, and an
exhaustive review is impossible. In the next section, we describe two applications of the
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Radon transform in radiation tomography, namely transmission and emission tomography.
2.2 Applications of the Radon Transform
2.2.1 Application in X-ray C'T
The introduction of X-ray CT in 1979 by Hounsfield and Cormack was perhaps
the most revolutionary development in the field of medical imaging since the time of
Rontgen. For this work they got the Nobel prize in physiology and medicine. In X-ray
CT one probes the part of interest of the human body with non-diffractive radiation (X-
rays). With X-ray CT, it was the first time the computer played a central role in the
creation of the images. Technical advances in image processing with improved computers
and software have, naturally, produced images of much higher quality. Unlike X-ray
radiography and ultrasound, X-ray CT produces clear images of the various structures of
a human organ based on their ability to block the X-ray beam. Apart from providing
structural information, the reconstructed distribution of the attenuation coefficient may,
also, be used to discriminate between normal and pathological tissue.
The X-rays are usually arranged in a regular pattern, which is referred to as the
scanning geometry. Let us consider the X-ray CT scan configuration shown in Fig. 2.3.
This is a 3rd generation scanner called fan-beam "spinning" scanner that leads to rapid
data collections. It consists of a ring with one X-ray emitter and a large number of
detectors positioned opposite the emitter.P Beams of X-rays are passed through the object
being imaged. It is assumed that X-rays travel in straight lines. Rotating the emitter and
the detector array around the patient makes it possible to cover all body parts of interest.
The travelling X-rays are attenuated at different rates by different tissues. The
attenuation takes place due to the photons either being absorbed by the atoms of the
material (photoelectric absorption) or being scattered away from their original direction
of travel (Compton scattering effect). Finally, the attenuated X-rays are collected by
6The preceding description gives no impression of the X-ray C'T scanner as it is presented to the patient.
A typical scanner is characterised by a smooth framework surrounding a large hole into which the patient's
body is inserted. The smooth framework disguises the complex gantry, the X-ray source and the array of
X-ray detectors.
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Figure 2.3: The schematic representation of a 3,'d generation C'T scanner.
the detectors. A typical example of 2-D C'I' reconstruction is presented in [54], where
a 1024 x 1024 pixel image is recovered by using a 165 detector, 180 view setting that
generates 180 data sets (sinograms) of 165 measurements.
Next, we describe the motivation for modelling the measurements, obtained by X-
ray C'I' scanners, by using the Radon transform. In particular, it is shown that the X-ray
C'I' measurements can be converted into samples of the Radon transform of the linear
attenuation coefficient, that we want to reconstruct.
The C'I' scanner (Fig. 2.3) is a 2-D planar scanner with only one slice of the human
organ measured, therefore the coordinate system can be chosen so that the slice is the
z = 0 plane. The scanned organ is non-homogenous, hence the attenuation coefficient is a
function of x and y, i.e. Jl(x,y). The emitter and each of the detectors define a line (p,O)
going through the scanned object, where p is the distance from (0,0) to the line and () is
the angle relative to the first axis (Fig. 2.1). The received intensity is
l(p,()) = Ioe- J I'(x,y)ds (2.13)
where la is the intensity of the emitter, s is the parameter in the normal form of the line and
(x, y) lies in the line defined by (p, ()). Note that the exponential factor in Eq. (2.13) can
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be perceived as the probability of a single photon getting through the absorbing medium.
The projection P(p, 0) is defined as:
P(p,O) == log(~) = jfl(X,y)ds =
J(p,O)
=1:00Il(pCOS 0 - s sin 0, psinO + s cos 0) ds (2.14)
Hence, the projections, that are being recorded by an X-ray CT scanner, consist of line
integrals of the attenuation coefficient and it can be recognised that P(p, 0) is the Radon
transform of fl(X, y). Using the delta Dirac function the projections can be written as:
J
+OOJ+OO
P(p,O)= -00 -00 Jl(x,y)b(p-xcosO-ysinO)d:rdy (2.15 )
Unfortunately, the actual data collected by an X-ray CT scanner do not correspond
exactly to the Radon transform of the "true" attenuated coefficient. In any imaging system
data will be corrupted by noise. Also the projections are measured with only limited
resolution. Unless we make some assumptions about the object being imaged, no finite
number of projections defines the original image uniquely and exactly. Furthermore, the
geometry of the scanner may differ from the ideal, especially in cases of fan-beam imaging
systems.
The collected measurements, that are modelled by the Radon transform of the
attenuation coefficient, are converted to digital data by the analogue to digital converters
(ADCs). Finally, the digital data are fed to a computer system. The computer reconstructs
the distribution of the attenuation coefficient of the examined human organ by inverting
the Radon transform following one of the methods that will be discussed in Sections 2.3
and 2.4.
2.2.2 Application in PET
Another example of human organ imaging is PET, which is an interesting example
of the joint effort of many disciplines including chemistry and computer science. In PET
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one monitors the distribution of a radiopharmaceutical in a desired cross-section of the
human body, by measuring the radiation outside the body.
PET requires short-lived cyclotron-produced radionucleides. These radionucleides
are suitable for radiopharmaceuticals? that can be administered into the patient by either
inhalation or injection. The decay of radionucleides results in the emission of positrons.
Within a few millimetres each positron interacts with a nearby electron and annihilates
with the emission of two 511 keY photons. These two annihilation photons are generated
simultaneously and travel in opposite directions, nearly 1800 back to back (collinearity).
This near collinearity of the two annihilation photons makes it possible to identify the
annihilation event (or the existence of positron emitters) through the detection of the two
photons by two detectors posed exactly in opposite sides within a short time (i.e. within
10-8sec or less). The detectors are placed in a ring in the PET scanner, as illustrated
in Fig. 2.4. Note that here, contrary to what happens in X-ray CT, only detectors are
needed, as the emitter is placed within the patient.
Figure 2.4: Emission of two photons from the place of decay in a PET scanner.
The PET hardware sorts the arrival times of the photons, so only two photons
that arrived (almost) at the same time at the detector ring are taken into account. The
71f the radionucleide is attached to glucose, then the interesting possibility of measuring the activity of
brain arises. In particular, in regions of the brain with high activity. the glucose metabolism will be high
as well. and a corresponding number of radionucleides will decay under emission of positrons.
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photons travel with the speed of light, and the small difference in arrival time « 2ns) is
neglected.
In practical PET scanners several problems arise such as scatter and random co-
incidences, geometrical factors, penetration of photons through several detectors before
detection etc.s Next, the motivation for modelling the measurements, obtained by PET
scanners, by using the Radon transform is presented.
Let us assume that we have the PET scanner shown in Fig. 2.4, where the detectors
are placed in a ring. The patient is administered with radionucleides and pairs of photons,
that travel in opposite directions, are generated within the human organ according to the
procedure described above.
A two dimensional matrix of the possible detector versus detector combinations is
created, and all values are initialised to zero. The number of possible detector combi-
nations corresponds to a finite set of possible line parameters (p,6). Assuming that two
photons have been detected and the line between the two detectors has line parameters
(pO, (0), then, the array is incremented by one at position (po, (0). This is because the only
obtainable information from the two photons is that the photon emission took place some-
where along that line. Depending on the radioactive dosage given to the patient, many
decays take place each second in each domain element. When the recording is terminated,
an array of emissions has been recorded. However, we must note that the majority of
photon pairs are never detected due to the limited size of the detector ring. A typical
example of 2-D PET reconstruction is presented in [66)' where 128 x 128 pixel images are
recovered by relying on partitioning the data space in 8932 sinogram bins.
The obtained array of emissions is approximately proportional to the total emission
intensity along that particular line, times the total recording time, denoted by Te. If the
mea.sured array of emissions is Eip, 8), then
r: j+(X)£(p,O)~ -(X) -00 Ei(x,y)o(p-xcosO-ysine)dxdyTe (2.16)
where Ei(x, y) is the emission intensity.
8For more details regarding practical problems in PET scanners one can see [70].
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It can be recognised from Eq. (2.16) that the recorded array £(p, ()) is the Radon
transform of the emission intensity. Hence, the emission intensity (which is proportional
to the concentration of the radionucleides) can be reconstructed by inverting the Radon
transform followingone of the methods that will be discussed ill Section 2.5. This intensity
will not be a constant in time for any cross section. Therefore, all data for one cross-
sectional image must be collected in a short time interval.
So far, the absorption of photons in the tissue has been neglected. To study the
effect of attenuation in PET, consider the geometry of Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Attenuation compensation for PET.
Let us assume that a point source of positron emitters is located at point S. Suppose
for a particular positron annihilation, the two annihilation gamma-ray photons are released
towards detectors Dl and D2. The photon travelling along line segment L1 will reach
detector DI with probability PI, given by
P - fL /1(x,y) ds1 = e 1 (2.17)
where JL(X, y) is the attenuation coefficient. Similarly, the probability of the other photon
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travelling along line segment L2 and reaching detector D2 is given by:
p. ~ JL /l-(X,y) ds2 = e 2 (2.18)
The two photons travel independently, hence, the probability that this particular annihila-
tion will be recorded by the detectors is given by the product of the above two probabilities:
P ~ JL /l-(X,y) ds ~ fL /l-(X,y) d» ~ J ,,(x y) ds= C 1 e . 2 = e L ,-, . (2.19)
This is a most remarkable result, because, first, this attenuation factor is the same
no matter where positron annihilation occurs on the line joining Dj and D2, and, second,
the factor above is exactly the attenuation that a beam of photons at 511 keY would un-
dergo in propagating from D. to D2· Therefore, one can easily compensate for attenuation
by first doing a transmission study to record total transmission loss for each ray in each
projection. Then, in the PET study, the data for each ray can, simply, be attenuation
compensated when corrected (by division) by this transmission factor.
It was shown above that the attenuation coefficient in PET becomes a constant
along every line, and only produces a multiplicative factor in the Radon domain. Thus, the
essential part of producing human organ images can, still, be based on the inversion of the
Radon transform. In a SPECT scanner, however, which operates by measuring emission of
a single photon only, the attenuation correction also depends on the annihilation position
and is not as simple as in PET.
Apart from the clinical applications, the Radon transform is also used to model
the measurements in industrial process tomography. An example is shown in [50], where
20 x 20 pixel images of the formation of caverns inside mixing tanks are recovered by
relying on 104 boundary measurements.
It was shown in this section that the measurements made in X-ray CT are samples
of the Radon transform of the attenuation coefficient to be reconstructed. Also, in PET
the recorded array is the Radon transform of the emission intensity (which is identical to
the concentration of the radionuclides to be reconstructed). Hence, for both the modalities
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mentioned above. our instruments give us g(r, t) and we wish to recover the original cross-
sectional images g(m, n). To achieve this, we must invert the Radon transform g(r, t).
The methods used for this inversion are discussed in the next section. These methods are
broadly divided into three categories: inversion via some transformation, inversion based
OIl linear algebra and inversion based on statistics. The development of the various CT
and PET scanners has been based, more or less, on these methods.
2.3 Inverting the Radon Transform via Transformation
The inversion via transformation methods rely on the Fourier slice theorem or on
filtered backprojection, In the derivation of the image reconstruction via some transfor-
mation methods, the continuous versions of the origina.l image, i.e. g(x, y), and its Radon
transform, i.e. g(p, ()), are used.
2.3.1 Fourier Reconstruction - The Fourier Slice Theorem
In order to reconstruct the image, we can use the Fourier slice theorem (FST), also
known as the central slice theorem [14] and [41]. This theorem makes it possible to invert
the Radon transform by relating the 2-D Fourier transform (FT) G(kx, ky) of image g(x, y)
along a radial line with the 1-D FT G(V, ())9 of g(p, ()) for a specific angle (). The derivation
of the FST is given next.
The 1-D FT of g(p, 0) for a specific angle 0 is:
1+00 [1+001+
00
]= ~OO ~OO ~OO g(x,y)r5(p - x cos () - ysinO)dxdy e-j27rflVdp
1+001+00 [1+
00
]= -00 ~OO g(x,y) ~OO r5(p-xcos()-ysinO)e~J27rflVdp dxdy (2.20)
gVariable 11 is the Fourier-domain variable when we transform g(p, 0) with respect. to p while 0 takes a
specific value.
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One important property of the delta function is:
1+00 1 (b)-00 g(x)8(ax + b) dz = ~g ~ (2.21 )
By applying Eq. (2.21) to Eq. (2.20) we obtain:
1
+001+00G(v,(}) = -00 -00 g(x,y)e-j21rIJ(xwsO+ysinO)dxdy (2.22)
The 2-D FT of g(x, y) is given by:
(2.23)
By comparing Eq. (2.22) and Eq, (2.23), the mathematical expression of the FST is ob-
tained:
G(v,(}) = G(vcos(},vsin(}) (2.24)
The above equation states that the values of the 2-D FT of g(x, y) along a line with
orientation () are given by the 1-D FT of §(p, ()), the projection of the sinogram acquired
at angle () (Fig. 2.6).
Figure 2.6: The Fourier slice theorem: the FTs of projections of the sinogram for
various angles () correspond to the FTs of the original function along lines with the
same orientations () in the frequency space.
Hence with enough projections (angles), G(v, ()) can fill the (kx, ky) space to gen-
erate G(kx, ky). Once the 2-D Fourier domain data are available, the estimated image
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function can be obtained simply by use of the 2-D inverse FT (1FT). The numerical im-
plementation of the FST leads to the Fourier reconstruction methods. The flow chart of
such methods is given in Fig. 2.7.
2DIFT
g(x,Y)
FST
g(p,8)
IDFT
G(v,9)
Figure 2.7: Flow chart of the inversion of the Radon transform via the Fourier slice
theorem.
In the implementation of the FST, the forward I-D fast Fourier transform (FFT) is
used to calculate the discrete spectrum of the sinogram for each of the angular samples.l"
Each such spectrum is considered 8.<; the sequence of polar samples of the 2-D spectrum of
the image along the same angle, and must be mapped onto a rectangular frequency grid
in order to use the inverse FFT (IFFT) to get the reconstructed image.
This mapping requires 2-D interpolation in the frequency domain. The standard
nearest neighbour interpolation can be used which is very fast, but the cost is that arti-
facts arc produced in the recovered image. One common solution is the slower but more
stable bilinear interpolation. Also we can distribute each of the polar samples onto the
rectangular map using proper weights. Note that higher-order interpolation and use of a
non-linear grid in the Radon domain can also provide better numerical results. However,
all these methods increase the computational cost to an unacceptable level.
The 2-D interpolation in the frequency domain, described above, is considered as
the major problem in the implementation of the FST, and the Fourier reconstruction
methods have apparently found limited success because of this.
IOBefore using the FFT algorithm, we wrap the signal (sinogram ) to get the phase of the spectrum
correctly. Also, we usually zeropad , i.e. fill with zeros, the sinogram so that its length becomes a power of
two and we can use one of the fa.st ra.dix-2 FFT algorithms. This zero-padding also affects the spectrum.
which is now smoother. This is desired if spectrum interpolation is required.
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2.3.2 Filtered Backprojection
An attempt to reconstruct an image from a large number of projections obtained
at different angles, by projecting each one backwards, results in an unacceptable level of
general blurring of the details of the image. Therefore, simple backprojection cannot pro-
vide a generally satisfactory method of reconstruction. We do circumvent this blurring by
convolving the projections (g(p, 0) for various angles) with a suitable filter. The individual
filtered projections are then combined to produce the filtered sinogram g(p,O), which is
finally backprojected into (x, y) to create the image.
The process described above is called the filtered backprojection algorithm and is
the most important reconstruction algorithm in tomography. It is the most widely used
algorithm in clinics and uses the PST. The filtered backprojection algorithm is extremely
accurate and amenable to fast implementation. Its derivation is done by introducing polar
coordinates to the 2-D 1FT of g(x, y):
r: r:= lo lo vG(vcosO,vsinO)ej27rv(xcoso+YSinO)dvdO
r roo= lo lo vG(vcosO,vsinO}ej27rv(xcos9+YSinO)dvdO
A'
127r +oo+ 11' lo vG(vcosO, vsinO}el27rv(xcoso+ysinO) dvdO (2.25)
R'
In the part of the right-hand side of Eq. (2.25), that is under braced by B', we set 0 =
0- 7r ~ dO = dO, sinO = - sinO, cosO = - cosO. By substituting in Eq. (2.25), we
obtain: r7r r+oo - -B'= lo lo vG(_vcosO,_vsinO)e-j211'tI(xcos9+ysinO)dvdO (2.26)
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By setting in Eq. (2.26) 1~'= -v "* dv = -dv and dropping the rv from 0 we obtain:
E' = 17r l-00(-v)G(VCOso,vsino)ej27rV(XCosO+YSinO) (-l)dvdO
= 17rJ~liiIG(vcosO,1JsinO)ej27rv(xcoso+ysinO)diidO (2.27)
If we drop the rv from v in Eq. (2.27) and also use the FST (Eq. (2.24)), then, Eq. (2.25)
is transformed into
r [+00g(x, y) = 10 . -00 IvIG(v, O)e1271'v(xcosO+ysinO) dOdv (2.28)
where G( v, 0) is the I-D FT of the Radon transform §(p, 0) for a specific angle O. Eq. (2.28)
can be written as
g(x,y) = 17r g(xcosO+ysinO,O)dO (2.29)
where
1+00g(p,O) == -00 IvI0(v,O)ei27rVPdv (2.30)
Eq. (2.30) gives the 1FT of the product of two functions Ivl and G(v,O). It also implies
that the FT of g(p, 0) is the product of these two functions. However, multiplication in
the v-domain is equivalent to convolution in the p-domain. Hence Eq. (2.30) becomes
g(p,O) = §(p, 0) * b(p) (2.31 )
where the symbol * means convolution in I-D and the FT of b(p) is Ivl.
The product IvIO(v,O) in Eq. (2.30) represents a filtering operation, where the fre-
quency response of the filter is given by Ivl. Hence, in order to reconstruct the image we
first obtain the filtered sinogram g(p,O) by applying the ramp filter b(p), defined in the
frequency space as B(v) = Ivl, to §(p,O) for each angle (high-pass filtering). Then, the
obtained profile g(p,O) is backprojected according to Eq. (2.29) to give the image g(x,y).
The flow chart of this method is given in Fig. 2.8, where BP stands for backprojection.
The above described reconstruction process can be considered as an inverse Radon trans-
form algorithm. Thus, this inverse Radon transform method involves both filtering and
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backprojection. Next, we discuss some important implementation issues.
g(x,y)
BP
g(p,e) ---- Gtv B) -------;.. g(p,e)
FT ramp filter + 1FT
Figure 2.8: Flow chart of the filtered backprojection algorithm.
When implementing the filtered backprojection based reconstruction algorithm, we
approximate the backprojection operator using a sum. This, however, requires a I-D
interpolation in the p-direction. Also, we can see by examining Eq. (2.30) that the polar
spectrum of the sinograrn at zero frequency (v = 0) is multiplied with zero. This implies
that a non-zero mean value of the sinogram is set to zero at all times. Hence, the mean
value of the reconstructed image, in the same way, is not correct.
Another important implementation issue of this algorithm relates to the I-D filter-
ing of the sinogram that is needed, where the filter's frequency response is the absolute
value of the frequency parameter. This filter is implemented in many ways. The simplest
one is the Rarn-Lak filter which is a simple windowed ramp filter function
RL(v} = [u], for v < Vu (2.32)
where Vu is equal to half the sampling frequency. The Ram-Lak filter has sharp boundaries,
which create a filter with long fluctuating tails in the real domain. Therefore, it introduces
a ringing artifact in the reconstructed image. In order to overcome this problem, we usually
multiply the Ram-Lak filter with a weight function, and, as a result, the influence of the
long fluctuating tails is suppressed and a better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is achieved.
Some of these weight functions, also known as apodising windows, are the Shepp-Logan
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weight, the generalised Hamming weight and the Hann weight [29] and [70]
sin ( 2r!: )
The Shepp-Logan weight: W(v) = VI
""VI
(2.33)
The Harm weight: W(v) = ~ (1 +cos (7I'v)) = cos2 (7I'v)
2 v[ 2v[ (2.34)
The Generalised Hamming weight: W(v) = 'YCH + (1 - 'YCH) cos (:~) (2.35 )
where typical values of 'YCH are 0.5 - 0.54 and v[ is the weight's cut-off frequency. We
must note that Eqs. (2.33)-(2.35) give just the weight functions. In order to obtain the
desired filters, we multiply these weights with RL(v) = Ivl.
Fig. 2.9 shows the amplitudes of these three weight functions, while Fig. 2.10
displays the filters that result from multiplying these weights with the Ram-Lak filter,
RL(v) = Ivl. These figures were obtained using Matlab and the following parameter val-
ues: 'YGII = 0.52, VI = 150, Vu = 150. It is obvious that the multiplication described
above results in filters with less sharp boundaries. Also, it should be noted that there is
a trade-off between SNR and resolution. Hence, the filter's cut-off frequency should be
chosen with special care.
When implementing the reconstruction techniques, described in this section, we
employ the FFT jIFFT algorithm either for filtering (filtered backprojection) or for re-
mapping the spectra (FST). The use of FFT jIFFT algorithm calls for proper discretisation
of the continuous formulas and careful selection of the sampling parameters. In order to
avoid aliasing problems, sampling must be adequate in all parameters and this implies
bounds in the sampling intervals.
Another property that should be fulfilled, so as to ensure good performance for the
reconstruction algorithm, is that the fundamental function should have compact support.
This means that it should be g(x, y) = 0 for Jx2 + y2 > Pmax. The demand described
above ensures that g(p, ()) = 0 if p > Pmax. Otherwise, the numerical implementation
of the inverse Radon transform algorithm would not have all the non-zero information
required for reconstructing function g(x, y).
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Figure 2.9: The amplitudes of three common weight functions.
Plot of the resulting filters
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Figure 2.10: The amplitudes of the Ram-Lak filter and three other filters, that are
obtained by multiplying the three weights of Fig. 2.9 with the Ram-Lak filter, as a
function of frequency.
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It is also possible to perform the backprojection before filtering [70J. According
to this method the backprojection is succeeded by a 2-D high-pass filtering. The filtering
after backprojection algorithm is rarely used because the resultant images are usually poor
in comparison with those obtained by filtered backprojection.
Other problems arise due to the cyclical behaviour of the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). In particular, if we assume that we want to reconstruct a function g(x, y) with
compact support, i.e. g(x, y) = 0 for Jx2 + y2 > Pmax, then, the backprojected sinogram
will have large non-zero values due to filters used in this method. Hence, the cyclical
behaviour of DFT will create edge problems during filtering. These can be solved by
backprojecting onto a larger image than it is necessary. At the final stage, the image must
be truncated to match the original image and this might result in loss of information.
2.4 Inverting the Radon Transform VIa Linear Algebra
In some situations, it is not possible to measure a large number of projections or
the projections are not uniformly distributed over 180 (or 360) degrees, i.e. we have prob-
lems with missing data. The transform-based techniques, described in Section 2.3, cannot
produce results with the accuracy desired ill medical imaging because they require a large
number and uniform distribution of data. It is more suitable to perform image reconstruc-
tion in such situations by using techniques based on linear algebra, as an alternative to
frequency domain reconstruction.
2.4.1 Direct Algebraic Algorithms
In direct algebraic algorithms, one considers the measurements as bounded linear
functionals. Hence, the reconstruction problem may be written in a matrix vector forrnu-
lation
b = Ag (2.36)
where vector b contains the sinogram values g(r, t) wrapped into a vector (the vector length
is Ar = RT), and g is the unknown set of reconstructed pixels in the image g(m, n) formed
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as a vector (the vector length is Ac = AI N). The transformation matrix A E R Ar x Ar is
called the system matrix. It contains the weight factors between each of the image pixels
and each of the line orientations from the sinogram, 8.<; illustrated in Fig. 2.11.
Matrix A can be estimated in several ways. One commonly used approach is to
use the nearest neighbour interpolation. This approach sets the matrix elements to 1 if
the line with parameters (r, t) crosses the pixel-square and to 0 if it does not. Another
approach for the estimation of A uses the sine function.
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Figure 2.11: The matrix element Oi,j can be considered as the weight factor between
a certain sinogram value numbered by i and the image pixel j.
In medicine, the system of equations (2.36) is usually an underdetermined system.
AI:;o, system matrix A is near singular, i.e. it has very small singular values. This means
that reconstruction by using a direct algebraic algorithm is an ill-conditioned problem.
Then, in order to determine a solution to this ill-conditioned problem, one may use the
Moore-Penrose generalised method [46]or the singular value decomposition (SVD). Other
possibilities to solve the reconstruction problem, include the Bayesian estimation [46Jand
the Tikhonov regularisation method [46J. Some examples of constraints, that could be
imposed in order to improve the stability of the algorithm, are the non-negativity and the
upper-limit constraints. Furthermore, a simple way to include a regularisation term in the
algorithm is by expanding the set of equations in system (2.36) with a set of regularisation
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rows.
In all the cases, mentioned above, one has to invert matrix A, which is huge and
does not have a simple structure. On the other hand, the system matrix is sparse due to
the fact that only approximately ~ out of the ~ x ~ = Ac (for square images)
image pixels add weight to a certain bin in the sinogram. This property can be exploited
to produce a much faster algorithm using hybrid solutions.
2.4.2 The Algebraic Reconstruction Technique
A well-known way to solve Eq. (2.36) is the algebraic reconstruction technique
(ART). ART was published in the biomedical literature in 1970 [19], and Cormack and
Hounsfield used ART for reconstructing the very first tomographic images.
The main idea of ART is to fulfil the following condition: The scalar product
between a certain row 0i of the system matrix and a solution vector g has to be equal to
the ith element of the known vector h. ART is formulated as an iterative reconstruction
algorithm, where the solution vector ill iteration k is updated by adding a scaled version
of the row i of the system matrix and also, a relaxation parameter Ak is introduced in the
form of a weight factor
b -T -(k-l)
-(k) _ -(k-l)+ \ l-ai .g -Tg - g Ak _ T _ 0i
0i 'Oi
(2.37)
where· is the symbol for the dot product. The choice of row i at each iteration step can
be made at random. Initial solution values g(O) may be chosen to be equal to zero or
to a constant. A solution from a fast algorithm based on the FST can also be used for
initialisation. The selected value of Ak is a function of k, the sinogram values, and the
sampling parameters of the reconstructed image.
ART presents better convergence properties than the Landweber iteration method
[46]. However, ART is computationally inefficient. It is only used in some specific appli-
cations such as the case of limited view reconstruction and, therefore, has lost popularity.
On the other hand, iteration techniques of various types based on statistical properties,
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like the expectation maximisation algorithm, are more useful and are commonly used.
2.5 Statistical Reconstruction Methods
In emission tomography, with limited counts in each sinogram bin, the statistical
noise can dominate the reconstructed images when using transform-based reconstruction
methods. Therefore, many statistical approaches have been considered to derive recon-
struction algorithms from incomplete data.
One prominent iterative reconstruction method is the maximum likelihood recon-
struction (MLR) using the expectation maximisation (EM) algorithm [39], [68] and [71].
EM algorithm assumes that the measurements originate from uncorrelated Poisson gen-
erators. This is an ideal model in PET and requires no justification, since radioactive
emissions occur according to a spatial Poisson point process. I I Then, the measured data
elements b., i = 1, ... ,Ar will also constitute Ar independent Poisson random variables,
since classifying emissions according to the detector pairs that detect them is a stochastic
thinning of the Poisson point process [6]. The key idea of the algorithm is to maximise
the likelihood function (or the probability) of the observed data
(2.38)
where b: is the ifh element of b·, b· contains the unknown mean value of b (i.e. the true
values of the sinograrn without noise) and it is assumed that b· is the perfect solution:
b· = Ag (2.39)
Also, the elements of the system matrix have been normalised
Ar
1= Lni,j
i=l
(2.40)
so that the weights with which lines i = 1,2, ... ,Ar contribute to the value of pixel j sum
IIHowever, problems like attenuation correction are not modelled in this framework.
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up to 1. The log12 likelihood is defined as:
_ (Ar (b*)b; .)
l(g) == logL(g) = log II---t;y-e-b,
i=1 I
(2.41 )
The likelihood function £(g) is maximised for the same g that maximises the log likelihood
l(g). Eq, (2.39) implies that bi = E;':;1 ai,jgj. Hence, by substituting in Eq. (2.41) we
obtain:
(2.42)
The derivatives of l(g) are:
for j = 1, 2, ... , Ac (2.43)
It is shown in the literature [71] that the matrix of second derivatives of l(g) is negative
semidefinite, hence l(g) is concave and all its maxima are global maxima. Therefore, it
follows from [75] that sufficient conditions for g to be a maxi miser of l(g) (or, equivalently,
L(g)) are the following Kuhn- Tucker conditions for each j = 1, ... , Ac:
vi where gj > 0 (2.44)
Vj where 9j = 0 (2.45 )
The condition in Eq. (2.44) when combined with Eq. (2.43) results in:
Ar ab.
+ '"""' I,) I-gj gjL Ac
i=l Ejl=1 ai,j'9j'
=0 (2.46)
With such a relatively simple expression for the right-hand side of Eq. (2.46), one can
think of many iterative schemes that would converge to a maximum of l(g). Of particular
12Symbol log denotes the natural logarithm In.
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appeal is the following scheme that is obtained using the EM algorithm [71]:
AT cu ib.-(k) _ -(k-1) "t,J !
g - g L- Ac (k--1)
;=1 Lj'=10'i,j'91'
(2.47)
The above iterative scheme is an instance of the EM a.lgorithm a.nd, therefore, converges
monotonically to a global maximum of I (g). Other versions of the EM algorithm that do
not require normalisation also exist [7].
The EM algorithm is computationally demanding. For the initialisation of the
solution vector g, a fast direct algorithm, such as an FST based method, can be employed
and the initial values have to be positive.
The EM algorithm also suffers from the notorious problems of slow convergence
and lack of smoothness [46]. To correct these problems, the ordered subset EM (OSEM)
algorithm has been proposed [28]. According to OSEM, system matrix A and measurement
vector bare splitted into submatrices and subvectors, respectively, and Eq. (2.47) is applied
to each subrnatrix individually.
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Chapter 3
Complete Tomographic
Reconstruction of 2-D Vector
Fields using Discrete Integral Data
3.1 Introduction
THE Radon transform and its application in conventional tomographic reconstruc-tion were discussed in the previous chapter. Functions that are reconstructed by
using traditional tomography are scalar functions, e.g. absorption or scattering coeffi-
cients. However, over the last few decades there has been a growing demand for similar
techniques that would perform tomographic reconstruction of a vector field, rather than a
scalar one, when having integral information. Primary driving force for this has been the
awareness that there are certain applications which have measurements that are inherently
line integrals of the inner product of the examined vector field with a fixed vector.
In this chapter, the application of tomography to vector field reconstruction is
discussed. The problem of recovering a vector field from its projections has received far
less attention than the scalar one, not for lack of potential applications, but because it has
generally been regarded as an underdetermined problem. This seems to be clear from the
fact that a scalar function is determined uniquely from its Radon transform (which is a
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scalar function), whereas a vector field requires two (in 2-D) or three (in 3-D) component
functions to be deterrnined.! Also, it is important to note that when trying to determine
a scalar function, the state at a particular point is considered to contribute equally to all
lines passing through it. However, the situation for vector fields is far more complicated
in that the contribution also depends on the direction of the line.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 3.2, we present the applications
of vector field tomography. In Section 3.3, we provide the framework for 2-D vector field
tomography, focusing on the two types of vectorial Radon transform and the limitations of
the approaches that have been employed so far to solve the 2-D vector field reconstruction
problem. In Section 3.4, we introduce our direct algebraic reconstruction methodology.
In Section 3.5, we present an example application, where a static electric field is recon-
structed by relying only on projection measurements, obtained at the boundary of the
reconstruction region. This example was chosen because, from Coulomb's law, we can
compute exactly the ground truth and, thus, evaluate the proposed methodology. Stabil-
ity issues and the effect of noise on the reconstruction of the electric field are also examined
in Section 3.5. We conclude in Section 3.6.
3.2 Applications of Vector Field Tomography
Several applications of vector field tomography have been considered in the litera-
ture that are able to acquire data in the form of a line integral of the inner product of the
investigated vector field and a fixed vector. These include:
• blood flow imaging in vessels [33Jand [69J;
• fluid mesoscale velocity imaging in ocean acoustic tomography [26], [44Jand [59J;
• fluid-flow imaging by using: i) acoustic time-of-flight measurements [4J, [30], [47],
[48], [49]' [72Jand [73Jand ii) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) [37J;
• electric field imaging in Kerr materials by measuring the polarisation of light passing
1This chapter deals only with vector fields that have two components.
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through the sample from many directions [1], [23Jand [74J;
• imaging of the component of the gradient of the refractive index field, which is
transversal to the beam, in Schlieren tomography when temperature measurements
in gases are used [4J;
• velocity field imaging of heavy particles in plasma physics by using the first moment
of the velocity distribution measured by Doppler shifts of the spectral lines [15J;
• density imaging in supersonic expansions and flames in beam deflection optical to-
mography [16J;
• non-destructive stress distribution imaging of transparent specimens in photoelas-
ticity by using measurements of the change in polarisation of light passing through
a birefringent medium [2Jand [67J;
• determination of temperature distributions and velocity vector fields in furnaces [62J;
• magnetic field imaging in tokomak [65] and hot plasmas [13] in polarimetric tomog-
raphy and
• wind velocity imaging in meteorology [31].
3.3 Vector Field Tomography Framework
3.3.1 Vectorial Radon Transform
The measurements that we obtain in the applications discussed in Section 3.2 have
been the main motivation for introducing the vectorial Radon transform. Using the physics
of these applications, it can be shown that the acquired data, in each case, reduce to
an integral transform of the examined vector field along integration lines, the vectorial
Radon transform. When we try to investigate planar vector fields in bounded domains,
two classes of the vectorial Radon transform, that model the tomographic measurements,
arise, depending on the interaction between the obtained measurements and the vector
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field that we want to image. The two types of vectorial Radon transform for planar vector
fields are a natural generalisation of the classical (scalar) Radon transform to vector fields.
In order to help the definition of the two types of vectorial Radon transform, let us
assume that the domain of the vector field, that we want to image, is D and its boundary,
where we obtain the tomographic measurements, is aD (Fig. 3.1)2. Then, the first type
of the line integral transform, J1, is
(3.1)
where f(x, y) is the planar vector field under investigation, A and B are points that range
over the boundary aD of D and define the integration line section (see Fig. 3.1), S is the
unit vector along the integration line section (see Fig. 3.1), ds is an element of path length
along this line section and· is the symbol for the dot product. By setting ((x, y) = 0
.y
L I
D
x
aD
Figure 3.1: A line L in the x - y plane that is defined by the two points A and B that
lie on the boundary aD of the domain D. Also, the unit vectors sand jJ which are
parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to this line. L goes through D.
2aD may either he a physical boundary or, simply, the locus of points between which the integration
paths are defined.
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outside the domain D3, it is mathematically permissible to extend the integration path in
Eq, (3.1) along the whole line L from -00 to 00, where L is the line defined by the two
points A and B (see Fig. 3.1)
)1 =1f(x,y) -s ds
= lIlidS
(3.2)
(3.3)
with III being the component of f(», y) along L. Eq. (3.3) states that )1 is the line integral of
III along line L, so only this component of the vector field is observed by the measurement.
That is the reason why Braun and Hauck in [4] called the tomographic measurements,
modelled by this type of integral transform, as "longitudinal" measurements. Next, we
show why this type of vectorial Radon transform may be employed to model ultrasound
time-of-flight measurements, when we investigate velocity fields in fluids.
Consider a moving fluid within a finite region, and let v(x, y) denote the velocity
of the fluid (which is the investigated vector field) and c(x,y) denote the spatially varying
sound speed, i.e. the speed of the sound in the medium if the fluid was not flowing.
Suppose that an ultrasound signal propagates along the line" between a source at point
(x.~,Ys) and a receiver at point (xn Yr)' We also assume that Iv(x, y)1 « c(x, y) everywhere
in the domain. Hence, it is reasonable to approximate the total speed of the sound (also
called effective speed), cell (x, y), by the following linear formula
Cell(x, y) = c(x, y) + v(x, y) . § (3.4)
where § is the unit vector along the propagation line section. Hence, the travel time, Tsr,
of the ultrasound pulse from the source to the receiver can be expressed as:
r: dsTsr = (x"Ys) c(x, y) + v(x, y) . s (3.5)
3This is permitted since the line integrals are only obtained through the interior of D.
4We assume that the variation in c(x, y) is sufficiently small and/or that the path lengths are sufficiently
short. Hence. ray refraction over all paths may be neglected and the ultrasound signal travels along straight
lines.
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If we interchange source and receiver, the travel time is
j(Xr,YT) dsTrs = (x"y ..) c(x, y) - v(x, y) . § (3.6)
We assumed that I,,(x, y)1 « c(x, y). Hence, by neglecting terms of second order, we
obtain
l(Xr'YT) dsr; + t:s = 2. -(-)(x."y.,) c x, Y__i:,,(x, y) . ST..r T; s - 2 2 ( ) ds
(.T."y ..) C x, Y
(3.7)
(3.8)
Eq. (3.7) gives the scalar Radon transform of~. Hence, sound speed c(x, y) can be
CtX,YJ
recovered by means of conventional (scalar) tomography, discussed in previous chapter.
However, the differential time (Eq. (3.8)) is of the form (3.1) when we identify f(x, y) with
2.r((X,y)). Therefore, the differential time-of-flight measurements in acoustics are modelled( X,Y
by the (first type of) vectorial Radon transform of the investigated fluid velocity field.
The second class of vectorial Radon transform, .h, is used to model tomographic
measurements that collect information from the component of the investigated vector field
perpendicular to the measurement line:
h = iB f(x, y). pds
=1f(x,y). pds
= lhds
(3.9)
(3.10)
(3.11)
Here p is the unit vector perpendicular to the line of integration L (see Fig. 3.1), h is
the component of f(x, y) transverse to L and the rest of the notation is as in Eqs. (3.1)-
(3.3). Moreover, it was assumed, again, that f(x, y) = 0 outside the domain D. Eq. (3.11)
states that Jz is the line integral of f j_ along line L, and therefore measurements that are
modelled by this type of integrals are called in [4J "transversal" measurements. Next, we
show why such measurements arise in Schlieren tomography.
Consider a non-homogeneous medium with refractive index n(x, y), within which
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propagation of light rays takes place. By employing an optical Schlieren arrangement [4],
the differences in the propagation direction are converted into intensity variations. One,
then, can make the following gas temperature measurements [46], t, between a source at
point (xs, Ys) and a receiver at point (Xr, Yr)
i:i= (bxs).V'n(x,y)ds(x s ,Ys) (3.12)
where unit vector b describes the directional sensitivity of the arrangement, unit vector
s is the tangent vector to a light ray and V' denotes the nabla operator. If b is chosen
perpendicular to the measurement plane, we obtain from Eq. (3.12)
c:t : p·V'n(x,y)ds(xs,Y.,) (3.13)
where jJ denotes the unit vector normal to the ray in the investigated plane. Eq. (3.13)
is of the form (3.9) when we identify f(x, y) with V'n(x, y). Therefore, the temperature
measurements in gases by Schlieren tomography are modelled by the (second type of)
vectorial R.adon transform of the investigated gradient of the refractive index.
The two types of projection transform (Eqs. (3.2) and (3.10)), discussed in this
section, form the mathematical basis to deal with the problem of vector field tomographic
mapping from line-integral data. This problem is discussed in the next section, where it is
shown that the classification of the vectorial integral transforms (or, equivalently, of the
interactions between the acquired measurements and the investigated vector fields) in two
types turns out to be essential for the reconstruction of the examined vector field.
3.3.2 The Reconstruction Problem
The introduction of the vectorial Radon transform in the previous section gives rise
to some natural questions; What information about a vector field f(x, y) within a bounded
domain can be extracted from the vectorial Radon transform (J1 or h) when its value
is known for all lines that go through this domain? Is it possible to have a complete
and unique reconstruction of f(x, y) within a bounded domain based only on projection
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(line-integral) data obtained on the boundary of this domain?
During the short history of 2-D vector field tomography, many investigators at-
tempted to give an answer to these questions and solve the reconstruction problem [4],
[32], [48] and [67]. All of them discussed the inverse problem of 2-D vector field tomog-
raphy in continuum terms, Motivated by the FST theorem, the researchers invariably
adopted a conventional (scalar) tomography theory-based approach to the problem. Next,
we shortly present the treatment they followed and the conclusions they drew.
To set up our notation and help the problem formulation, we consider a quasi-
stationary planar vector field f(x, y) that lies on the x - y plane and belongs to the
Schwartz class S consisting of rapidly decreasing functions [45]. In the analysis that
follows we consider the case where the interaction between the measurement and f(x, y) is
longitudinal. Hence, the reconstruction problem is mathematically described as the task
of solving Eq. (3.2) for the 2-D vector field f(x, y) in D, given a complete set of integrals
Jl through D.
It was shown in Fig. 2.1 how to parameterise every line by its distance p from the
origin and angle () that determines the angular orientation of the line. To simplify matters,
we will swap parameter () with the unit vector p, normal to the line (see Fig. 3.1), which
also determines uniquely the angular orientation of the line.
Then, every line is denoted by L(p, p) and Eq. (3.2) may be rewritten as
T(p,p)= ( f(x,y)·sds
iL(p,p)
+]. f(x,y)ds
L(p,p)
(3.14)
(3.15)
where T(p, p) is the vectorial Radon transform and the unit vector s, parallel to the line,
is fixed along the whole line, for every line. Using parameters p and () of Fig. 2.1, the
equation of a line L may be put in the form
=i"p
(3.16)
(3.17)
p = x cos ()+ y sin ()
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where f = (x,y) and the unit vector jJ, perpendicular to L, may also be written as
jJ = (cos 0, sin 8). This is obtained by comparing Fig. 2.1 and Fig. 3.1. By using Eq. (3.17),
Eq. (3.15) becomes
T(p, jJ) = 8 .I:1:f(x, y)8(p - r .jJ) dxdy (3.18)
where t5 is the Dirac delta function and all the remaining quantities have been defined
earlier.
Taking the I-D FT of Eq. (3.18) with respect to p for a specific unit vector jJ, gives
J+OO v:t: ]T(k,jJ)=8' 00 -00 -00 f(x,y)8(p-r·jJ)dxdy e-jpkdp
j +001+00 [j+oo ]=8'00 -00 [(:r,y) -00 8(p-r.jJ)e-jpkdp d.rdy (3.19)
where variable k is the Fourier-domain variable when we transform T(p, jJ) with respect to
p while jJ takes a specific value, and T(k, jJ) is the corresponding 1-D FT. One important
property of the delta function is:
1+00 1 (b)-00 g(x)8(ax + b) dx = j;/g ~ (3.20)
By applying Eq. (3.20) to Eq. (3.19) we obtain:
j+OOj+OOit»; jJ) = 8' -00 -00 f(x, y)e-jkr.p dxdy (3.21)
The 2-D FT off(x,y), f(kl,k2), is given by
(3.22)
where kl and k2 are the Fourier-domain variables of x and y, respectively. By introducing
vector k == (kl' k2), Eq, (3.22) is simplified to:
j
+OOj+OO _
f(k) = -00 -00 [(x, y)e-Jk.r dxdy (3.23)
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By comparing Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.23), the mathematical expression of the vectorial
version of the Fourier slice theorem is obtained:
T(k, jJ) = § . f(kp) (3.24)
To proceed with the reconstruction task, we apply the classical Helmholtz decom-
position theorem [42Jto vector field f(x, y) that we want to reconstruct. Its importance in
determining what information can be extracted by the vectorial Radon transform (mea-
surements) hecomes clear next. This theorem allows us to uniquely ' decompose f(x, y) into
an irrotational (or equivalently curl-free) vector field component, fI(X, y), and a solenoidal
(or equivalently source-free) vector field component, fs(x, y):
f(x, y) = fi(x, y) + fs(x, y) (3.25)
The two components of f(x, y) may be written as
fI (x, y) = V' <I> ( x, y)
fs(x, y) = V' x ~(x, y)
(3.26)
(3.27)
where <I>(x, y) and ~(x, y) are some functions. These expressions come about because it
is known that V' x (V'<I>(x,y)) = 0 and V'. (V' x ~(x,y)) = O. In this chapter we only
deal with 2-D planar vectors f(x, y) that lie on the x - y plane, so from Eq. (3.27) we may
deduce that function ~(x, y) is of the form
~(x, y) = Wo(x, y)z (3.28)
where z is the unit vector normal to the investigated x - y plane.
By examining Eqs. (3.25)-(3.28), it is easy to see that the objective now hecomes
to recover both functions <I>(x, y) and wo(x, y) which together determine uniquely {(x, y).
5The components of the Helmholtz decomposition are unique as long as vector field f(x, y) rapidly
decreases in ]R2 and vanishes at infinity [42]. This condition is satisfied here, since this analysis treats only
vector fields that belong to the Schwartz class S [45].
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The combination of Eqs. (3.25)-(3.28) yields:
f(x, y) = \7<I>(x, y) + \7 x ~(x, y)
_ (8<1>(x,y) _ 8<I>(x,y) _) (8Wo(x,y) A 8wo(x,y) A)
- 8 x+ 8 y + 8 x- 8 yx y y x (3.29)
A fundamental property of Fourier transform states that if a 2-D function a:(x, y)
has FT A(kl' k2), then, the following equations are valid
(3.30)
(3.31)
where j is the imaginary unit. By taking the 2-D FT of Eq. (3.29) and, also, using the
property mentioned above, we obtain
f(kl' k2) = jkl4>(kl, k2)X + jk24>(k1, k2)y + jk/i!o(k1, k2)X - jkl WO(k1, k2)y
= j4>(kl, k2)(klX + k2Y) + jWo(k1, k2)(k2x - k1y) (3.32)
where 4>(k1, k2) and WO(kl, k2) are the 2-D FTs of the scalar functions <I>(x, y) and wo(x, y),
respectively. Since le = (kl' k2) and, also,
o 0 1
(3.33)
x y z
Eq. (3.32) becomes:
(3.34)
By substituting Eq. (3.34) into Eq. (3.24) and also noting (see Fig. 3.1) that §. p = 0 and
p x Z = -s, Eq. (3.24) reduces to:
T(k,p) = -jk~o(kp) (3.35)
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We note that <i>(k) drops out of Eq. (3.35). Hence, the Fourier transform of ~o(x, y)
(or, equivalently, the solenoidal component \7 x ~(x,y) off(x,y)) may only be recovered
from the 1-D Fourier transform of the vectorial Radon transform T(k, p), independently
of the irrotational part \7<J>(x, y). Consequently, in applications where only longitudinal
measurements are available, the irrotational part cannot be imaged and information only
about the curl of the vector field (or, equivalently, the solenoidal part) may be recovered.
Likewise, it can be shown that if we had considered an application where the measure-
ments were the path integrals of the component of the vector field normal to the line
(transversal measurements), then, only information about the divergence of the vector
field (or, equivalently, the irrotational component) would be recovered and the solenoidal
component of the vector field would not be reconstructed. In both cases the kernel of
the vectorial Radon transform is non-empty making it impossible to achieve a complete
reconstruction.
Hence, the above treatment proves that by following the FST-based approach and
by relying only on projection data from one type of measurement, only one component
of the vector field can be recovered. The recovered component will be either the curl-free
(irrotational) part or the divergence-free (solenoidal) part, depending on the physical prin-
ciple of the measurements, namely the relation between the obtained set of measurements
and the investigated vector field. An algebraic reconstruction method of this type, where
the authors considered the problem of only reconstructing the solenoidal component from
the tomographic data, was developed in [12). Possible solutions to this problem were dis-
cussed in Section 1.1. However, these solutions involved either different type of modelling
for the available measurements or the incorporation of supplementary information, apart
from the projection measurements.
All the conclusions about 2-D vector field tomography described above were drawn
from work that was based on a scalar tomography theory approach (FST). The work was
carried out in the continuous domain and the solution to the reconstruction problem was
helped by the classical Helmholtz decomposition theorem, that decomposes the examined
vector field into its irrotational and solenoidal components. In this chapter, we employ a
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different approach to achieve complete recovery of a vector field based only on a limited
number of projection measurements. The whole treatment is performed in the discrete
domain. The proposed reconstruction methodology is a direct algebraic reconstruction
technique. We consider the acquired projection measurements as linear functionals on
the space of 2-intcgrable functions in the reconstruction region D. Hence, we cast the
tomographic reconstruction problem as the solution of a system of linear equations. The
unknowns of the system are the Cartesian components of the examined vector field in
specific sampling points, finite in number and arranged in a grid, of the 2-D reconstruction
region.
In order to solve this system of linear equations, we take advantage of the re-
dundancy ill the projection data, as a form of employing regularisation to deal with the
ill-posed nature of the vector field reconstruction problem. The regularisation lies in the
fact that by using many line orientations passing through every sampling point, and, then,
viewing the related recordings 3.<; weighted sums of the local vector field's Cartesian com-
ponents, we achieve, in this way, to include additional information about the investigated
vector field itself in the system of equations. Hence, the regularisation term consists of
the extra. set of regularisation rows, added to the system matrix. Next, we present the
proposed reconstruction methodology.
3.4 The Proposed Reconstruction Methodology
The whole treatment is performed in the digital domain. Let us assume that we
have the digitised square 2-D domain that is shown in Fig. 3.2, within which we want
to recover the vector field ((x, y) = /x(x, y)x + /y(x, y)y. The length of each side of the
square reconstruction domain is taken to be equal to 2U and the origin of the axes of
the coordinate system is chosen to be at the centre of the domain. The digitised square
domain consists of tiles of finite size, P x P, so that 2J! is an integer. The goal is to recover
vector field f(x, y) at the centre of every tile of this space, namely the sampling points of
the domain.
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Figure 3.2: A line segment between two boundary sensors, that reside at points A
and B. The line segment goes through the digital square reconstruction domain of
size 2U x 2U. AB is inclined at an angle w to the positive direction of the x-axis. The
size of the tiles, with which we sample the 2-D space, is P x P. Point Q is the foot of
the normal from the origin of the axes to the line segment.
Regarding the data acquisition, we assume that ideal point sensors, that integrate
only the component of the field projected on the line, reside on predetermined and regularly
placed positions of the whole border of the 2-D square domain. These positions are the
middle points of the boundary edges of all boundary tiles. Hence, there are 2J[ ideal
point sensors on each side of the boundary of the domain of Fig. 3.2. The solution to the
reconstruction problem is based only on projection data along lines defined by the finite
number of measurement points.
Let us consider a scanning line segment AB between two such sensors, chosen
arbitrarily, crossing this domain as shown in Fig. 3.2. The scanning line segment AB yields
a line-integral measurement (collected by sensors at points A and B) of the projection
of the vector field along the line's direction. Since we assumed that each pair of sensors
measures only the integral of the component of the vector field along the scanning segment,
the integral transform that modells the process of data acquisition is given by:
J1 = r f(x,y) -s ds = r flldsJAB JAB (3.36)
Here § = coswx + sinwy is the unit vector along the integration (measurement) segment
AB, where w is the angle at which the scanning line is inclined to the positive direction of
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the z-axis (see Fig. 3.2). In addition, ds is an element of path length along this segment
and 111 is the component of f(x, y) along AB. In order to translate into the digital domain,
the integration expressed by Eq. (3.36) along a continuous line, the integral of the vector
field along the scanning line ha.'>to be expressed in terms of the components of the field at
the sampling points of the 2-D grid. To do that we follow the methodology used in [53] for
the implementation of the trace transform. Next, we show how the available line-integral
measurement Jl between A and B, that is described by Eq. (3.36), may be approximated
by a linear equation.
The known coordinates of points A and Bare (x A, YA) and (x B, YB), respecti vely.
Therefore, the equation of line AB is
Y - YA
YB - YA
X-XA
XB - xA
(3.37)
or
Y = >.x + j3 (3.38)
where
>. == YB - YA
xB -xA
(3.39)
and
YB - YA
j3 == YA - xA
xB - xA
(3.40)
Parameter>' is called the angular coefficient or slope of the line; it is equal to the tangent
of the angle w:
>. = tan w =} w = arctan >. (3.41 )
The next step is to perform a sampling of the line segment. The starting point
of this sampling will be the foot of the normal of this line from the origin of the axes
(point Q in Fig. 3.2). For two orthogonal lines with slopes >'1and >'2,we have >'1>'2= -1.
Therefore, the equation that describes the normal from the origin, is:
1
y= --x>.
(3.42)
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By combining Eqs. (3.38)-(3.40) with Eq. (3.42), the coordinates of the starting point Q
for the calculations along the line are:
(3.43)
(3.44)
The sampling along the line segment will be performed on either side of Q and we
assume that the sampling step is ~8. The maximum number of sampling intervals that
we can fit in this line segment is determined by the intersection points between the line
and the border of the 2-D domain. The distance dA between the starting point Q and
point A, at which the line intersects the bottom edge of the domain, is:
(3.45)
Similarly, the distance dB between the starting point Q and point B, at which the line
intersects the top edge of the domain, is:
(3.46)
Consequently, the numbers of ~s, lA and IB, that we may move away along the line
segment from the foot of the normal, Q, towards boundary points A and B, respectively,
are:
(3.4 7)
(3.48)
where l·J is the symbol for the floor operator. Therefore, the sampling points we shall
consider along line segment AB will have as coordinates
Yl = YQ + IYinc
fori E [-IA,IBJ
fori E [-IA,IBJ
(3.49)
(3.50)
Xl = xQ + IXinc
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where the increments Xinc and Yinc of the coordinates, between successive sampling points,
are given by:
Xinc = ~8 cosW (3.51)
Yinc = Lls sin w (3.52)
The total number of sampling points along the line segment is LA + LB + 1.
An example of a sampling of line segment AB, with sampling step ~s = P (=tile
size), is shown in Fig. 3.3, where the estimated sampling points are marked with O.
Figure 3.3: An example of sampling a scanning line segment. The sampling step was
taken to be equal to the tile size P. The sampling points that were identified are
marked with O.
After having worked out the coordinates of the sampling points of the line, we must
assign them values from the vector field. To achieve this, we employ nearest neighbour
interpolation. Hence, the value of the vector field, assigned to each sampling point of the
line, is the unknown value of the vector field at the nearest neighbour sampling point of
the reconstruction domain. Next, we describe the process we follow to determine for each
sampling point of the line, the tile, the centre point of which, is its nearest neighbour.
Consider the integer coordinates (ic,jc) with ic,jc = 1, ... , 2#, of each tile of the
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2-D domain as shown in Fig. 3.4.
u
Pt
Figure 3.4: Integer coordinates (i(" j(') with i, i,
reconstruction domain.
1. ... ,2}: of the tiles of the 2-D
using the formulae:
Then, the tile (ie, je) that corresponds to a sampling point (Xl, YI) is identified by
Ze = rXl; Ul
je = rYI; Ul
(3.53)
(3.54)
where r'l is the ceiling operator. The application of Eqs. (3.53) and (3.54) to the sampling
points that were obtained at the example of Fig. 3.3 (with U = 5.5, P = 1 and Lls = 1)
results in the integer tile coordinates, that are listed in Table 3.4.
In the case that the line segment is parallel to the x-axis (y = YQ), then, the
tile with centre point nearest to a line sampling point has coordinates (ie, je) where:
je = r YQ;U 1 and ie E {I, 2, ... ¥i- }. Similarly, if the examined line segment is parallel to
the y-axis (x = xQ), the nearest tile centre to a line sampling point will be (ie,je) where:
ie= rXQ;Ul andjeE {1,2, ... ~}.
In order to form the equation that corresponds to the line-integral measurement Ji,
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Table 3.1: Integer coordinates of tiles, the centre points of which are the nearest
neighbours of the sampling points of the scanning line.
I I I
-7 (-4.7990, -5.3122) 0.7010 0.1878 1 1
-6 (-4.2990, -4.4462) 1.2010 1.0538 2 2
-5 (-3.7990, -3.5801) 1.7010 1.9199 2 2
-4 (-3.2990, - 2.7141) 2.2010 2.7859 3 3
-3 (-2.7990, -1.8481) 2.7010 3.6519 3 4
-2 (-2.2990, -0.9821) 3.2010 4.5179 4 5
-1 (-1.7990, -0.1160) 3.7010 5.3840 4 6
0 (-1.2990, 0.7500) 4.2010 6.2500 5 7
1 (-0.7990,1.6160) 4.7010 7.1160 5 8
2 (-0.2990,2.4821) 5.2010 7.9821 6 8
3 (0.2010.3.3481) 5.7010 8.8481 6 9
4 (0.70lD, 4.2141) 6.2010 9.7141 7 10
5 (1.2010.5.0801) 6.7010 10.5801 7 11
collected by sensors placed at points A and B, we consider the sampling points of the line,
that we obtained, as the centres of linear segments of length Lls, apart from the sampling
points with I = -LA and L = LB which are special cases. Along each of these segments of
length ~s, the vector field is assumed constant, equal to the assigned (unknown) value of
the vector field at the corresponding sampling point of the line. It is possible, then, to
approximate the integral of Eq. (3.36) by a sum, by projecting the value of the field at
each sampling point L of the line onto the vector that represents the direction of the line:
iB-1
r; = L: Ci· ~s + CiA' SLlA + fiB . si).B
i=-iA+1
(3.55)
Here fl = u.; Iyl), flA = (IxIA, IVIA) and fIB = (fxIB, !ViB) are the (unknown) assigned
vector field values at sampling points L, -LA and IB, respectively, ~s = Llss = Lls(coswx+
sin wy), and
~s
LlA ="'2 +dlA
Lls
LlB ="'2 +die
(3.56)
(3.57)
where dlA is the distance between the sampling point with L = -LA and the boundary
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point A, whereas dLB IS the distance between the sampling point with l
boundary point B:
ie and the
dlA = V(xQ - LAXine - XA)2 + (YQ - LAYine - YAF
dlB = V(xQ + [BXine - xBF + (YQ + [BYinc - YB)2
(3.58)
(3.59)
In order to obtain the system of linear equations, the solution of which will give
the components of the examined vector field f(x, y) at all sampling points of the 2-D
domain, according to the proposed methodology, we repeat the procedure described above
for all possible pairs of boundary point sensors. According to the sensor configuration,
employed in this study, there are 2jf ideal point sensors on each side of the boundary of the
reconstruction domain. Since, projection data obtained from pairs of sensors that reside
in the same side of the boundary of the square are not useful, the number of equations
is Ar = 2~~t l= 2jf (3 x 2jf + 2 x 2jf + 1 x 2]f)]. In addition, the sampling of the 2-D
space, that we selected, resulted in having ~ (= 2jf X 2jf) as the total number of tiles of
the digitised reconstruction domain, and Ae = ~ as the overall number of the unknowns
of the system, since, we have two unknowns per sampling point, namely the components
Ux(x,y),fy(x,y)) of the investigated vector field. From these two selections (i.e., the
data acquisition geometry and the sampling of the reconstruction domain) we made, it is
obvious that the number of the equations is far larger than the number of the unknowns
(Ar > ArJ, in accordance with our intention to take advantage of the redundancy in the
line-integral data, as a form of employing regularisation to deal with the ill-posed nature of
the vector field reconstruction problem. Therefore, we have to deal with an overdetermined
system of linear equations.
To summarise, our formulation of the vector field reconstruction problem may be
written in matrix formalism as
(3.60)
where b E ]RAr x 1 is the vector that contains the available projection measurements
wrapped into a vector, g E ]RAc x 1 is the set of the components of the vector field to
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be reconstructed at all sampling points of the 2-D digitised domain written as a vector,
and A E ~ArxAc is the system matrix, containing the weight factors between each of
the components of the vector field at every reconstruction point and each of the corre-
sponding scanning line orientations from the set of measurements. System matrix A is
obtained from the analysis described above. Next, we demonstrate the potential of the
reconstruction methodology, proposed in this section, by presenting an example of vector
field recovery.
3.5 An Example of 2-D Vector Field Imaging
3.5.1 Simulations
In this section, we consider the case where the vector field that we want to recover
is the electric field created by a static charge. Four different cases for the location of
the source of the vector field are reported. There are many ways to recover the electric
field from boundary data. However, here we use the electric field only to demonstrate our
method. In order to avoid problems with singularities, this section only treats the case
where the source of the vector field that we aim to recover is outside the bounded 2-D
area. In a real physical system, we do not expect to have to deal with real singularities
anyway. We would like to stress that the problem we solve is intentionally kept simple in
order to demonstrate the method. So, instead of avoiding singularities by using a realistic
version of Coulomb's law for sources of finite size, we place the source outside the domain
of interest and make it infinitesimally small.
For a static electric field, every voltage difference between any two points is the line-
integral of the field projected along the line that connects these two points. Therefore,
we assume that the boundary sensors measure the potential, so that the difference in
the measurements between any two such sensors gives the vectorial Radon transform of
the investigated electric field. For the simulations we present here, the potential in all
these sensors is obtained by using Coulomb's law. It must be noted that the electric
field is irrotational, so according to [48], only transversal measurements would be helpful
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to recover this field. However, the only realisable measurements for this application are
longitudinal.
For our experiments, we employ the digital square reconstruction domain of Fig. 3.2
and choose 2U = 11, as domain size, and P = 1, as tile size. Hence, the domain consists of
121 tiles. Regarding the data acquisition geometry, according to the proposed methodol-
ogy, ideal point sensors are regularly placed along the whole border of the domain. These
regular positions are the middle points of the boundary edges of all boundary tiles. Hence,
the above selection of parameters U and P results in having 11 sensors in every side of the
boundary of the square domain. Therefore, by considering all possible voltage differences
between pairs of these sensors, apart from sensors lying on the same border line, and by
sampling the line segments joining these pairs of sensors with a step equal to P (~s = 1),
we form the system of linear equations (3.60), according to the analysis presented in Sec-
tion 3.4. The number of the linear equations of the system is AT = 726, whereas the
number of the unknowns (the Ex and Ey components of the field at the centre of every
tile of the domain) is 242, hence, it is an overdetermined system. Then, in order to obtain
the reconstruction results, we have to solve Eq. (3.60).
3.5.2 Stability Considerations
Inverse problems, like the one described by Eq. (3.60), suffer from the notorious
ill-posed nature, in the sense of Hadamard [22J. As a result, the solution to these recon-
struction problems endures stability deficiencies that are related to the solution's existence,
uniqueness and continuous dependency on the projection data. Next, we give a short ac-
count of the treatment we followed to deal with these stability deficiencies, when solving
system (3.60), that we obtained following the proposed methodology.
In order to deal with the ill-posed nature of the vector field reconstruction problem,
we exploited the redundancy in the line-integral data, as a form of regularisation. Next,
we describe how this regularisation helped us to do away with the matters of existence and
uniqueness of the solution. The systems of equations, that we obtained in our simulations,
were overdetermined. As all columns of matrix A were found to be linearly independent,
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it is only possible to have a solution in the least squares (LS) sense. The rank of matrix
A was found in each case to be equal to the number of the unknowns of the system. So,
the LS error solution exists and is unique. In this study, we obtained the LS solution (or,
else, the reconstruction results) by applying the Gauss-Newton LS method [17], the most
efficient numerical technique to perform LS estimations. The fact that the Gauss-Newton
LS method may, also, return negative solutions, is not a problem for the case of vector field
tomography, as it is for conventional scalar tomography. In addition, the simulations, we
carried out in this study, were limited to the 2-D case. Therefore, the size of the associated
system matrices was not prohibitively large to prevent us from using the Gauss-Newton
LS method. Moreover, it must be noted that since the residual we computed by using the
LS Gauss-Newton method was not large when compared with the solution vector, there
was no need to use the Cholesky method [5].
Next, we describe how the employed regularisation, by using redundant projection
data, helped us to restore the solution's continuous dependency on the projection data.
A good measure of the degree of ill-posedness of system (3.60) is the condition number,
Le. the ratio of the maximal to minimal eigenvalue of matrix A. This measure gives us
all the information we require about the ill-posedness, because the larger the value of the
condition number, the more pronounced is the ill-posedness of the inverse problem. For
the simulations we carried out in this study, the range of values of the condition number
showed that the ill-posedness is noticeable but manageable and not serious. Hence, the
exploitation of the redundancy in the line-integral data, as proposed by the methodology,
led to the ill-posedness being not much of a problem. To confirm these findings, we
also tested the Householder orthogonalisation method [63], which is a numerically useful
procedure in order to solve LS value problems for cases where the condition number of the
matrix of coefficients is large [64]. However, the results we obtained were identical with
the results we obtained using the Gauss-Newton LS method.
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3.5.3 Reconstruction Results
The reconstruction results, namely the solution of the overdetermined system of
linear equations, were obtained. These results are shown in Figs. 3.5a-3.8a for four dif-
ferent cases of the location of the source of the vector field. For the sake of comparison,
Figs. 3.5b-3.8b depict the respective electric fields that are obtained by using directly the
theoretical Coulomb's law. In Figs. 3.5c-3.8c, the relative differences between the mag-
nitudes of the two vector fields (i.e. the absolute values of the differences between the
magnitudes of the reconstructed field and the theoretical field as acquired by Coulomb's
law, divided by the theoretical magnitude) are shown. The absolute values of the angular
differences (in degrees) between the reconstructed vector field values and the theoretical
ones are illustrated for each case in Figs. 3.5d-3.8d. Finally, Figs. 3.5e,f-3.8e,f display the
distributions (histograms) of relative magnitude and absolute angular errors, respectively,
in all reconstruction points of the bounded domain.
By careful inspection of Figs. 3.5a,b-3.8a,b we may say that the directions of the
vectors that were reconstructed, based on the boundary voltages, are almost identical
with the directions of the vectors that were obtained by using Coulomb's law, since in
both cases the vectors are oriented towards the source of the field. Furthermore, vectors
in both fields reduce in magnitude with the distance from the source, as expected, even
though the recovered vectors seem to reduce a bit more slowly than those computed by
the application of Coulomb's law.
It must be noted that in the magnitude error plot, shown in Fig. 3.5c, there is an
area at the left top corner of the plot where the error appears to be larger than in the
rest of the reconstruction region, whereas similar observations can be made in Figs. 3.6c-
3.8c. This discontinuity in error occurs because the measurement content obtained from
scanning lines crossing areas that are at a great distance from the source of the vector
field is very small, when compared with the information collected from scanning lines
going through other areas of the reconstruction region. In addition, it must be said
that by increasing the resolution of the reconstruction domain, then, the size of the area
where reconstruction results are more inexact will also increase. This is due to the fact
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Figure 3.5: Simulation results when the sensors are uniformly placed along the bound-
ary and the location of the source of the electric field is at (19, -19): (a) the recovered
vector fi Id (solution of the system of linear equations); (b) the theoretical electric
field as computed from Coulomb's law; (c) the relative magnitude difference between
the above two fields (%); (d) the absolute angular difference (in degrees) between the
above two fields; (e) the histogram of relative magnitude errors and (f) the histogram
of absolute angular errors.
that increased resolution will result in the boundary measurements being entangled in
even more reconstruction pixels. Hence, the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem will
become more ill-conditioned and, therefore, larger areas of reconstruction pixels in error
will affect the line-integral measurements the same (as before increasing the resolution).
To summarise, we may say that by following the direct algebraic reconstruction
methodology, proposed in this chapter, the problem of the recovery of both components
of a 2-D electric field at a finite number of sampling points of its domain, based only on
a limited number of line-integral data, is tractable. Next, we discuss the effect of noise on
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Figure 3.6: As in Fig. 3.5 but here the location of the source of the field is at (-16,21).
the proposed reconstruction methodology.
3.5.4 Effect of Noise on Reconstruction
An important issue when solving inverse problems is the resilience of the solution to
noise. In this section, we investigate the effect of noise on the reconstruction of the vector
field. In all experiments reported in the previous section, the sensors were placed exactly
in the positions we had decided, and the measurement taken by each sensor was exactly
the value computed by Coulomb's law. In a practical system, however, some of the sensor
measurements are expected to have inaccuracies and some of the sensor positions are also
series of experiments.
expected to be somehow inaccurate. To emulate these effects, we performed the following
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Figure 3.7: As in Fig. 3.5 but here the location of the source of the field is at (12.5,30).
(i) We added a noise value to a measurement as a fraction of the true value, with
random sign. For example, 2% noise means that the sensor measurement was changed
by 2% of the value dictated by Coulomb's law. The change was either incremental or
decremental, the choice made at random for each sensor.
(ii) Wemoved a sensor away from its true position by a fraction of the true position.
For example, if according to the theory, a sensor should be placed at position (x, y),
and we consider a 2% error, then, the coordinates of this sensor were shifted by 2% the
corresponding correct values, with a positive or negative sign chosen at random.
(iii) We considered both the above errors simultaneously.
We performed four series of experiments: (a) we perturbed only 25% of the sensors;
(b) we perturbed 50%of the sensors; (c) we perturbed 75% of the sensors and (d) all sensors
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Figure 3.8: As in Fig. 3.5 but bere the location of the source of the field is at (-19, -40).
were perturbed. The source of the vector field for all simulations was located at (19, -19).
The results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 3.9-3.12.
We observe that the results are relatively robust to perturbations in the position
of the sensors, but much more sensitive to perturbations in the sensor measurements.
3.6 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, the vector field tomography problem was discussed. In previous
attempts to map integral measurements, obtained along scanning lines, onto a vector field,
conventional (scalar) tomography theory and the FST had invariably been applied [4], [44]
and [48]: this had led to an underdetermined problem. However, in this chapter, a new
direct algebraic reconstruction technique was presented that aimed at the recovery of all
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Figure 3.9: (a) and (b) Errors in vector field orientation and magnitude, respectively,
when noise was added to the measurements of sensors, as a percentage of the true
value. (c) and (d) Errors in vector field orientation and magnitude, respectively,
when small perturbations in the sensor positions were added. Position perturbations
were a percentage of the true positions. (e) and (f) Errors in vector field orientation
and magnitude, respectively, when both sensors' measurements and positions were
changed by a percentage of their true values. In all cases, 25%of the sensors were
perturbed.
components of a vector field at the sampling points of a 2-D digitised bounded domain. The
reconstruction was based only on a limited number of boundary integral measurements.
To achieve the recovery, the method takes advantage of the redundancy in the projection
data, as a form of employing regularisation, since these data may be seen as weighted
sums of the local vector field's Cartesian components. The results demonstrate that the
tomographic reconstruction of such type of vector field in the discrete domain, by relying
only on redundant projection data, is tractable.
The noise model assumed in the experiments, that were carried out in this chapter,
was signal strength dependent. Noise processes of this type are inherent in many fields
such as optics [56J, kinematics [60] and magnetic resonance imaging [38]. However, in many
cases, like for example in telecommunications, the noise that corrupts the data is signal
independent. The implication of employing signal independent (additive or multiplicative)
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Figure 3.10: As in Fig. 3.9, but here 50%of the sensors were perturbed.
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noise for the proposed algorithm is that the quality of reconstruction deteriorates slightly
with the regions, where the field is weak, being the worst affected areas by this change.
In general, when one tries to develop a noise removal technique, by having made false
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Figure 3.12: As in Fig. 3.9, but here all sensors were perturbed.
assumption about the noise type, the result is of poor quality.
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An important issue when solving inverse problems is the sensitivity of the solution
to noise. In the case of this problem, there were two possible sources of noise: inaccuracies
in the sensor measurements and inaccuracies in the positions of the sensors. In a practical
application, one may hope that one may use very accurate sensors and that even more
accurate sensors may be developed in the future. The inaccuracies, however, in the sensor
positions are rather intrinsic to the problem: the domain over which the vector field is to
be reconstructed may not have a shape that helps the correct placement of the sensors. It
was very encouraging, therefore, that the solution of the problem was relatively stable to
perturbations in the sensor positions.
The solution was rather sensitive to the sensor measurements, For example, if only
25% of the sensors yielded measurements that were only 4% wrong, the orientation angle
of the reconstructed field was recovered with an average error of about 150, while the
magnitude of the reconstructed field was recovered with an average relative error of about
23%. Such sensitivity to errors in the measurements may be overcome with the help of
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robust reconstruction methods. There are two ways to go about this.
(i) One may solve the system of linear equations in a robust way. For example,
instead of working out a solution that minimises the sum of the squares of the errors with
which individual equations are satisfied, one may use a robust redescending kernel [24J
that will reduce the effect of outliers. The problem contains enough redundancy to permit
such an approach.
(ii) The problem may be formulated as a Bayesian reconstruction problem [43]'
where a regularisation term is added to a global cost function that expresses the adherence
of the values of the reconstructed field to the obtained measurements. The regularisation
term may be such that it encourages the smooth variation of the field inside the domain.
Expecting smooth field variation between neighbouring sampling positions is compatible
with the assumption that there are no singularities inside the domain. Indeed, we consider
this assumption pretty realistic as singularities usually arise due to poor mathematical
modelling rather than being present in a physical system. Once a cost function of the
solution has been formulated, it can be solved using Bayesian methods [3], [18J and a
global optimisation approach, like, for example, simulated annealing [36J.
The analysis in this chapter treated 2-D vector field tomography. In the case where
the vector field that one wants to recover is 3-D, then, a set of parallel planes, that cover
the whole volume of interest, have to be considered. Hence, by applying the reconstruction
methodology, proposed in this chapter, to each of the stacked parallel planes separately,
the 2-D solutions that one obtains are the projections of the 3-D vector field onto these
planes. Finally, in order to determine uniquely the out-of-plane component of the 3-D
vector field, this process has to be repeated over a second set of parallel planes inclined at
some angle with respect to the first set of planes.
In many practical situations of interest in image reconstruction, it is not possi-
ble to collect data over a complete angular range [9]. This situation is referred to as
the limited-view problem. The reason that causes this problem to arise depends on the
application. Limited data collection time, geometric constraints on the structure of the
measurement apparatus and the size and structure of the object to be imaged are some
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of the root causes for preventing one from traversing completely around the investigated
object. Regarding the model presented in this chapter, it would not be possible in a prac-
tical situation to measure all lines connecting sensors and crossing the 2-D domain. If we
consider, for example, the case where the geometry of the scanning system dictates that a
measurement is collected only if the related measurement line makes an angle of at least
20° with each of the associated boundary edges", then, it would not be possible for about
16% of the total line-integral measurements 2~C to be acquired. The limited angular
coverage, discussed above, may cause several difficulties with the most typical one being
the increase of instability [46J. Hence, the computed inversions become more sensitive to
noise. Also, due to the fact that the information provided to the reconstruction problem is
not complete, problems of non-uniqueness of the solution may arise. To make up for this
lack of information, one may employ adequate a priori knowledge about the investigated
vector field. In general, because of the importance of the limited-angle problem, many
specialised algorithms have been introduced [11J.
The sensor configuration that we employed in the simulations of this chapter as-
sumes that sensors reside in the middle points of the boundary edges of all boundary
pixels. However, in most tomographic applications, especially in the medical field, images
of very high resolution are required and it is not possible to have so dense sensor posi-
tioning by relying on current sensor technology. As a result, the systems of equations,
that one has to deal with in practical image reconstruction, are underdetermined. The
last decade, nevertheless, has witnessed [40J a rapid surge of interest in manufacturing
techniques of miniaturised sensors for healthcare and industry. Therefore, the odds are
that a rapid expansion in development of sensors of smaller size will take place over the
next ten years. Such advances in sensor technology will facilitate the implementation of
sensor arrangements, that are in the direction of the sensor arrangements we proposed
in this chapter. This development will make it possible for the reconstruction algorithm,
that we introduced in this chapter, to meet the desired standards of most tomographic
applications.
6A missing angle of 40° (= 20° + 20°) out of 180° is a case that one often comes across in limit.ed view
tomographic reconstruction [I1J and [57J.
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Chapter 4
Virtual Sensors for 2-D Vector
Field Tomography
4.1 Introduction and Motivation
INthe previous chapter, the tomographic mapping of a 2-D vector field from projectiondata was discussed. It was shown that by following the direct algebraic reconstruc-
tion methodology, proposed there, the recovery of both components of a 2-D vector field
at a finite number of sampling points of its domain, based only on a limited number of
line-integral data, may be achieved. The proposed technique assumed that the measure-
ments were collected by sensors that were regularly placed along the whole border of the
reconstruction domain, since, such a sensor placement is the most convenient.
The approach, described in Chapter 3, formulated the tomographic reconstruction
problem in terms of a system of linear equations. However, there is a duality between this
matrix formalism and the Radon transform scheme. Hence, solving the system of linear
equations, obtained by following the description in Chapter 3, is equivalent to inverting
the vectorial Radon transform. According to the theory of Radon transform [9], necessary
requirements to produce results with the accuracy desired in medical imaging, when using
discrete approximations, are to have a large number of projections (Le. adequately dense
sampling of the Radon domain parameters) and, also, substantially uniform distribution
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of projection data, as functions of the two Radon domain variables, normally designated
as the radial (p) and angular (0) coordinates (see Fig. 2.1).
However, sampling the Radon parameter domain uniformly has the following major
drawbacks.
(i) It dictates a prohibitively large number of sensors.
(ii) It results in impractical sensor positioning. In particular, the uniform sampling
of the (p, ()) space dictates that the sensors that have to be placed at the ends of a scanning
line may be impractically close to the sensors of another scanning line.
In the case where the sensors may be mounted on a common rotating frame, the
problems described in (i) and (ii), regarding the uniform sampling of the Radon parameter
domain, are no longer present. However, in this case, each scan of the domain corresponds
to only one value of the angular parameter. Hence, in order to cover all angular orienta-
tions, the scanning process needs to be repeated many times. This leads to prohibitively
large total scanning times and it cannot be applied to the medical field, where scanning
time is crucial.
In this chapter, we show how these problems may be overcome by using virtual
sensors. In particular, we propose to maintain the convenient sensor configuration of the
previous chapter, that corresponds to uniform sampling in the space of the intersection
coordinates with the boundary of the reconstruction domain, and we also introduce the
concept of "virtual sensors". The data values at these virtual sensors, that correspond
to uniform sampling in the (p, ()) domain, are obtained from the known values of the
true sensors, that are placed at regular points in relation to the Cartesian intersection
coordinates with the boundary of the reconstruction domain, by using some interpolation
method. This approach allows one to use as many scanning lines as one can afford, taking
into consideration the computational cost of solving the corresponding system of linear
equations. However, the increase of the number of the available line-integral data in such
a way, is not limited by physical constraints on sensor placement or total scanning time
constraints.
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This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we formulate the problem
and set up our notation. In Section 4.3, we present an example of static electric field
reconstruction and demonstrate the effect of the use of interpolated data on the quality
of reconstruction. In Section 4.4, we examine the effect of the employment of interpolated
measurements on resilience to noise. We conclude in Section 4.5.
4.2 The Reconstruction Methodology
The treatment in this section is similar to the one in Section 3.4. We perform
the analysis in the digital domain. The same digitised reconstruction region (Fig. 3.2) is
employed, that is repeated here as Fig. 4.1 for the sake of convenience. The goal is to
recover vector field f(x, y) = fx(x, y):ic + fy(x, y)y at the sampling points of this domain.
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Figure 4.1: A tracing line segment AB that unites two virtual sensors that reside at
points A and B. The tracing line is defined by the two parameters p and (J (Radon
domain coordinates) and goes through the square digitised reconstruction region of
size 2U. The line segment is sampled with sampling step b,8. AB is inclined at an
angle ui to the positive direction of the z-axls. The size of the tiles, with which we
sample the 2-D space, is P x P. Also shown is the unit vector § which is parallel to
line segment AB.
Moreover, we assume, in line with Section 3.4, that ideal point sensors, that inte-
grate only the component of the planar field projected onto the line, reside in predeter-
mined and regularly placed positions of the whole border of the 2-D square domain. These
positions are the middle points of the boundary edges of all boundary tiles. However, as
argued in the previous section, in order to achieve the best vector field reconstruction,
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the data should not be collected by these regularly placed sensors, but by sensors that
correspond to uniform sampling of parameters p and (). Therefore, we propose to use
interpolated measurements that correspond to uniform sampling of the (p,8) space. It is
assumed that the interpolated measurements are observed at virtual sensors.
Let us consider a tracing line AB (see Fig. 4.1) that connects two virtual sensors.
In terms of parameters p and (), the equation of the line is:
p = x cos ()+ y sin () (4.1)
Sampling p and () parameters uniformly results in a set of such lines. We make the
assumption that each tracing line (p,8) of the set yields a line-integral measurement Ji.
The value of this measurement is obtained from the available measurements of the true
sensors by using some interpolation method. Since we assumed for our analysis that each
pair of sensors measures only the integral of the component of the vector field projected
onto the integration line, the integral transform that modells the interpolated measurement
Ji, collected by virtual sensors at points A and B, is given by:
J, = r C( x, y) . s ds = r III dsJAB JAB (4.2)
Here s = coswx + sin wy is the unit vector along integration line segment AB, where w
is the angle at which the tracing line is inclined to the positive direction of the z-axis
(see Fig. 4.1). In addition, ds is an element of path length along this line segment and III
is the component of C(x, y) along AB. In order to translate into the digital domain, the
integration expressed by Eq. (4.2) in the continuous domain, the analysis of Section 3.4 is
applied. Then, the integral of Eq. (4.2) can be approximated by the following sum:
(4.3)
Here Cl (fxl' Iyl) are the unknown vector field values at these sampling points of the
reconstruction domain, that are nearest neighbours to the sampling points l of the line.
Also, ~s = ~ss, where Lls is the sampling step along the line segment (see Fig. 4.1). The
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number of equations (4.3) we have, depends on the number of tracing lines between virtual
sensors we consider. In general, we consider overdetermined systems of linear equations,
and we obtain the solution in the LS error sense.
In the next section, we demonstrate that the reconstruction results we obtain using
interpolated line-integral measurements observed at virtual sensors, as described above,
are more accurate than the ones obtained in Chapter 3, where reconstruction was based
on line-integral measurements collected by sensors that were placed uniformly in the space
of the Cartesian intersection coordinates with the boundary of the reconstruction domain.
4.3 An Example: Electric Field Imaging
We considered the same case as in Section 3.5, where the vector field that we want to
recover is the electric field created by a static charge. Four different cases for the location
of the source of the electric field are reported. We assumed that the boundary sensors
measured the potential, so that the difference in the measurements between any two such
sensors gave the vectorial Radon transform of the examined electric field.
We employed the digital square reconstruction domain of Fig. 4.1 and chose 2U = 11
as domain size and P = 1 as tile size. Hence, the domain consisted of 121 tiles and the
number of the unknowns (the Ex and By components of the field at the centre of every tile
of the domain) was 242. To exemplify the theory of the study described in this chapter,
we performed five sets of experiments for each source location.
The first set of experiments was performed following the analysis described in Sec-
tion 3.4. Hence, we considered the practical case where ideal point sensors are regularly
placed (RS), in relation to the Cartesian intersection coordinates with the boundary of the
reconstruction domain, in known and predetermined positions of the whole border of the
domain. These positions were the middle points of the boundary edges of all boundary
tiles. Therefore, we used 11 sensors in every side of the boundary of the square domain.
The potential in all these sensors was obtained by using Coulomb's law. We considered all
possible voltage differences between pairs of boundary sensors, apart from sensors lying
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on the same border line, and we formed the system of linear equations according to the
description of Section 3.4. The line segments joining sensors were sampled with a step
equal to 1 (L).s = 1). The number of linear equations, that we obtained, was 726.
In the second set of experiments, we used the same sensor placement as in the
first set of simulations. However, we performed the vector field reconstruction by relying
only on interpolated line-integral data observed at virtual sensors, that corresponded to
uniform sampling of the (p,O) Radon space, as proposed in this chapter. To obtain the
positions where the virtual sensors had to be inserted, we considered for the Radon domain
parameters the sampling steps recommended in [34) and [52): L).p = 1 and L).O= 3°. The
data values of the virtual sensors were obtained from the (Coulomb's law) data of the true
sensors, that were regularly placed in relation to the Cartesian intersection coordinates
with the boundary of the reconstruction domain, by using some interpolation method. In
this study, we examined the following methods: I-D linear interpolation (IP1) [35), 1-D
piecewise cubic spline interpolation (IP2) [35)' 1-D piecewise cubic Hermite interpolation
(IP3) [35], bilinear interpolation (IP4) [35)' bicubic interpolation (IP5) [35)and 2-D spline
interpolation (IP6) [35). The line segments joining virtual sensors were sampled with a step
equal to 1 (L).s = 1). The selected sampling steps of parameters p and 0 resulted in having
6 samples for the radial parameter and 120 samples for the angular parameter, so that the
region of interest (Fig. 4.1) was fully covered. Consequently, the overdetermined system
of linear equations, the solution of which gave the reconstructed field, had 720 (= 6 x 120)
equations, almost the same number as in the first set of experiments.
In the third set of experiments, we used uniform sampling (US) in the parameter
space, the same as in the second set of experiments. However, the sensor placement was
different. In particular, the vector field recovery was not based on interpolated measure-
ments, but we assumed that there are true ideal point sensors at the ends of all lines
that cross the domain and that are uniformly distributed in the (p,O) space. Then, the
potential in all these sensors was obtained by using Coulomb's law. To implement this
requirement, we had to use about 1440 (= 2 x 720) ideal point sensors, i.e. a thirty-
fold increase when compared with the first two sets of experiments. Alternatively, if it
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was possible to employ a rotating sensor configuration, then, the number of the required
sensors would not increase by using actual measurements and uniform sampling in (p, ()).
However, the employment of rotating sensor arrangement would result in an unwanted
one-hundred-and-twentyfold increase in the total scanning time, when compared with the
first two sets of experiments.
In the fourth and fifth sets of experiments, the vector field reconstruction was
performed as in the second and third sets of experiments, respectively, a.part from the fact
that the employed sampling rates in the Radon space were increased twofold: !:l.p = 0.5
and !:l.(} = 1.50• This resulted in having 2640 (= 11 x 240) linear equations. Hence, to
implement the fifth set of experiments, we had either to use about 5280 (= 2 x 2640) ideal
point sensors (i.e. an one-hundred-and-twentyfold increase, when compared with the first
and fourth sets of experiments) or to increase the total scanning time two-hundred-and-
fortyfold by employing a rotating sensor configuration.
We must note that for the second and fourth sets of experiments, where interpolated
measurements were used for the reconstruction, the increase of the available line-integral
data was not limited by the physical limitations that the sensor placement imposes. In
addition, this increase was made taking into consideration that the resulting system of
equations would not be prohibitively large and its solution would not increase the process-
ing time significantly.
The reconstruction results, namely the solution of the overdetermined systems of
linear equations for the five sets of experiments and the four source locations were obtained
by applying the Gauss-Newton LS method. The Householder orthogonalisation method,
which is a numerically useful procedure in order to solve LS problems that suffer from
ill-posedness, was also tested for our reconstruction problem. However, the results we
obtained were identical with the results we obtained using the Gauss-Newton LS method.
Moreover, it must be noted that since the residue we computed by using the Gauss-Newton
LS method was not large, when compared with the solution vector, there was no need to
use the Cholesky method.
The relative magnitude reconstruction error values (i.e. the absolute values of the
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differences between the magnitudes of the reconstructed fields and the theoretical ones, as
obtained by using directly the governing Coulomb's law, divided by the theoretical mag-
nitude) and the absolute angular reconstruction error values (i.e. the absolute angular
differences (in degrees) between the reconstructed vector field values and the theoreti-
cal ones) for the five sets of experiments and for the four locations of the source were
calculated. The means of these errors per reconstruction tile are shown in Figs. 4.2-4.5.
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Figure 4.2: The comparison of the reconstruction performance for the cases when
reconstruction was based on: (i) line-integral data from regularly placed sensors (RS)
in relation to (z, y) coordinates; (ii) interpolated line-integral data obtained at virtual
sensors that corresponded to uniform sampling of the Radon space and the employed
interpolation method was the I-D linear (IP1), the I-D piecewise cubic spline (IP2),
the piecewise cubic Hermite (IP3), the bilinear (IP4), the bicubic (IPS) and the 2-
D spline (IP6); (iii) uniform sampling (US) of the parameter space using the actual
measurements. The location of the source of the electric field was at (19, -19).
We notice from these figures that the cases where we used interpolated measure-
ments obtained at virtual sensors, that corresponded to uniform sampling in the (p, B)
space, outperform the case where reconstruction was based on line-integral data obtained
at sensors that were regularly placed in relation to the Cartesian intersection coordinates
with the boundary of the reconstruction domain. In addition, the higher the sampling rate
of parameters p and B, the more accurate the obtained reconstruction. By careful inspec-
tion of Figs. 4.2-4.5, we may also see that the interpolation method that led to the most
accurate reconstruction was the the I-D piecewise cubic spline interpolation [8] and [35].
In particular, it was found that the average difference in vector field orientation measured
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Figure 4.3: As in Fig. 4.2, but here the location of the source of the electric field was
at (-16,21).
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Figure 4.4: As in Fig. 4.2, but here the location of the source of the electric field was
at (-21, -12).
in degrees was 34% lower when we employed interpolated data (using the I-D piecewise
cubic spline method) that corresponded to uniform sampling in the Radon domain with
!:::.p = 0.5 and !:::.() = 1.50, as opposed to the regular positioning of sensors in the space of
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the Cartesian intersection coordinates with the boundary of the reconstruction domain,
whereas the average error in magnitude was lower by 30%. The reconstructed vector fields
for the case where we used interpolated data (J-D piecewise cubic spline method) that
corresponded to uniform sampling in the Radon domain with !:::.p = 0.5 and !:::.() = 1.5° are
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Figure 4.5: As in Fig. 4.2, but here the location of the source of the electric field was
at (24,14.5).
shown in Fig. 4.6a. For the sake of comparison, Fig. 4.6b depicts the respective theoretical
electric fields that were obtained by using directly the governing Coulomb's law.
From Figs. 4.2-4.5, we may also see that, as expected, when uniform sampling of
the parameter space was employed, the use of actual measurements resulted in more ac-
curate reconstructions than when interpolated measurements were used. In particular,
it was found that for sampling steps t::.p = 0.5 and t::.() = 1.5°, the case where actual
measurements were used led to 8% and 14% lower average angular and magnitude errors,
respectively, as opposed to using interpolated measurements and the 1-D piecewise cubic
spline method. However, by relying on interpolated measurements, the number of the
overall sensors required is about 120 times lower than the respective number when actual
measurements and uniform sampling in (p, ()) are used. Alternatively, if it was possible to
employ a rotating sensor arrangement, the number of the required sensors by using actual
measurements and uniform sampling in (p, ()) would not need to increase. However, the
employment of rotating sensor arrangement would result in an inevitable two-hundred-
and-fortyfold increase in the total scanning time, when compared with the case of using
interpolated measurements obtained by virtual sensors. Hence, the employment of inter-
polated measurements, that is proposed in this chapter, relies on a much more practical
and efficient sensor configuration.
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Figure 4.6: Simulation results when the location of the source of the electric field
was (from top to bottom) at (19, -19), (-16,21), (-21, -12), and (24,14.5): (a) the
recovered vector field when reconstruction was based on interpolated line-integral data
(I-D piecewise cubic spline method) obtained at virtual sensors that corresponded to
uniform sampling of the Radon space with Ap = 0.5 and AB = 1.5°; (b) the theoretical
electric field as computed from Coulomb's law.
4.4 Virtual Sensors and Noise
As mentioned in Section 3.5.4, an important issue when solving inverse problems is
the sensitivity of the solution to noise. In this section, we investigate the effects of noise
on the use of interpolated measurements obtained at virtual sensors, that correspond to
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uniform sampling of the (p, fJ) space. In all experiments reported in the previous section,
the sensors were placed exactly at the positions we had decided, and the measurement
taken by each sensor was exactly the value predicted by Coulomb's law. In a practical
system, however, some of the sensor measurements are expected to have inaccuracies and
some of the sensors are also expected to be somehow misplaced. To emulate these effects,
we considered the following.
(i) A noise value was added to a measurement as a fraction of the true value, with
random sign. For example, 2% noise means that the sensor measurement was changed
by 2% of the value dictated by Coulomb's law. The change was either incremental or
decremental, the choice made at random for each sensor.
(ii) A sensor was moved away from its true position by a fraction of the true
position. For example, if according to the theory, a sensor should be placed at position
(x, y), and we considered a 2% error, then, the coordinates of this sensor were shifted by
2% the corresponding correct values, with a positive or negative sign chosen at random.
(iii) Both the above errors were considered simultaneously.
We performed four series of experiments by perturbing, by the three types of noise
described above, (a) 25% of the sensors; (b) 50% of the sensors; (c) 75% of the sensors; (d)
all sensors. In order to evaluate the robustness of the employment of interpolated data,
proposed in this chapter, against noise, we examined for each series of experiments the fol-
lowing three cases: (1) when integral data from regularly placed sensors, in relation to the
Cartesian intersection coordinates (x, y) with the boundary of the reconstruction domain,
were used; (II) when interpolated measurements (I-D piecewise cubic spline method), that
corresponded to uniform sampling of the (p, fJ) space with fj.p = 0.5 and fj.() = 1.5°, were
used and (III) when actual measurements, that corresponded to uniform sampling of the
(p, ()) space with fj.p = 0.5 and fj.() = 1.5°, were used. For every noise value (of each
noise type, each reconstruction approach and each percentage of perturbed sensors), ten
simulations were performed and the average reconstruction errors in relative magnitude
and absolute vector field orientation were obtained. The source of the vector field for all
the simulations was located at (19, -19).
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The results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 4.7-4.10. We observe that the
employment of interpolated measurements collected by virtual sensors that correspond
to uniform sampling of the (p, ()) space, that is proposed in this chapter, increases the
resilience to all three discussed types of noise, when compared with the case of the regular
sensor positioning in the space of the Cartesian intersection coordinates with the boundary
of the reconstruction domain, discussed in Chapter 3. Another interesting observation that
we can make by inspecting Figs. 4.7-4.10, is that, when uniform sampling of the (p, 0) space
was employed in a noisy environment, the use of interpolated measurements often provides
even higher quality in the reconstruction than by relying on the actual measurements. This
phenomenon occurs because the employment of interpolation arrays results in the error
(caused by additive noise or misplacement) in one sensor being, somehow, counterbalanced
by the possibly correct measurements (or placements) of its neighbour sensors that are
also included in the interpolation array.
4.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we employed interpolated boundary data obtained at virtual sensors
that corresponded to uniform sampling of the (p,O) space. The simulation results pointed
out that this employment led to about 30% reduction of the reconstruction error, when
compared with the case where data from sensors, that were regularly placed in relation
to the Cartesian intersection coordinates (x, y) with the boundary of the reconstruction
domain, were used. If we had opted to use actual measurements that corresponded to uni-
form sampling of the tp, 0) space, then, a further 10% decrease in the reconstruction error
would have been achieved, but at the expense of an one-hundred-and-twentyfold increase
in the required sensors or a two-hundred-and-fortyfold increase in the total scanning time
(by employing a rotating sensor configuration).
The adoption of data that are collected at virtual sensors that correspond to uni-
form sampling in the (p,O) domain, allows us to use as many line-integral data as we
can afford, taking into consideration the computational cost of solving the corresponding
system of linear equations. However, most importantly, the increase of the number of the
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the reconstruction performance in noisy environments for
the cases (i) when integral data from regularly placed sensors, in relation to the Carte-
sian intersection coordinates (x, y) with the boundary of the reconstruction domain,
were used; (ii) when interpolated (l-D piecewise cubic spline method) measurements,
that corresponded to uniform sampling of the (p,O) space with t::..p = 0.5 and t::..O = 1.5°,
were used and (iii) when actual measurements, that corresponded to uniform sam-
pling of the (p,O) space with t::..p = 0.5 and t::..O = 1.5°, were used: (a) and (b) Errors
in vector field orientation and magnitude, respectively, when noise was added to the
measurements of 25% of the sensors, as a percentage of the true value. (c) and (d) Er-
rors in vector field orientation and magnitude, respectively, when small perturbations
in the sensor positions were added. Position perturbations were a percentage of the
true positions. (e) and (f) Errors in vector field orientation and magnitude, respec-
tively, when both sensors' measurements and positions were changed by a percentage
of their true values. In all cases, 25% of the sensors were perturbed.
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Figure 4.8: As in Fig. 4.7, but here 50%of the sensors were perturbed.
available line-integral data in such a way, is not limited by neither physical constraints
on sensor placement nor total scanning time constraints. Hence, contrary to the case
where the uniform sampling in the (p, ()) domain is combined with actual measurements,
the employment of interpolated measurements, as proposed in this chapter, achieves re-
construction of higher quality by maintaining, at the same time, a practical and efficient
sensor configuration.
Another significant outcome of the study presented in this chapter was that the
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Figure 4.9: As in Fig. 4.7, but here 75% of the sensors were perturbed.
use of interpolated projection data, obtained on virtual sensors, resulted also in improved
dealing with noise is a major issue.
noise tolerance. This result is of great importance, especially in clinical situations, where
As mentioned above, the employment of interpolated data, that correspond to uni-
form sampling of the (p,O) space, offers the possibility to increase the number of the
available line-integral data without being limited by physical constraints on sensor place-
ment or total scanning time constraints. To take advantage of this statement, we carried
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Figure 4.10: As in Fig. 4.7, but here all sensors were perturbed.
out a series of experiments in Section 4.3 of this chapter, where the number of the avail-
able interpolated line-integral data, that we provided the reconstruction algorithm with,
was nearly 3.5 times the respective number used in the base case of Chapter 3. However,
it is generally known that generating additional data points through interpolation does
not increase the amount of information. Hence, the amount of information contained in
the set of interpolated data was the same as in the base case. The explanation for the
results presented in this chapter lies in Radon transform theory [9]. In particular, the
method we developed is a direct algebraic reconstruction technique that performs inver-
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sion of the vectorial Radon transform. According to the theory of Radon transform [9J,
a necessary requirement to produce reconstruction results of great accuracy, when using
discrete approximations of Radon transform, is to have uniform distribution of projection
data as functions of the two Radon domain variables, normally designated as the radial
and angular coordinates. Hence, employing interpolated data collected at virtual sensors
which correspond to uniform sampling of the projection space, as proposed in this chapter,
results in feeding our reconstruction algorithm with data that are more favourable towards
reconstruction accuracy. However, it must be noted that by increasing further the overall
number of the available interpolated measurements, the benefit of achieving uniformity in
the (p, ()) space is counterbalanced by the error of the numerical LS method. Also, the
time it takes to do the interpolation grows exponentially. Finally, a basic presupposition
in order the approach described in this chapter to be effective is to have a smooth variation
in the measured data.
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Chapter 5
Improved 2-D Vector Field
Reconstruction using Probabilistic
Weights
5.1 Introduction and Motivation
THE reconstruction method, that was presented in Chapter 3, is a direct algebraicreconstruction technique. This technique treats the discretised available measure-
ments as bounded linear functionals on the space of two-integrable functions in the re-
construction region. Hence, the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem is cast as the
solution of a system of linear equations, where the unknowns of the system are the Carte-
sian components of the examined vector field in specific sampling points, finite in number
and arranged in a grid, of the 2-D reconstruction region. However, there is a duality
between this matrix formalism and the vectorial Radon transform scheme. Hence, solving
the system of linear equations, obtained by following the methodology of Chapter 3, is
equivalent to inverting the vectorial Radon transform.
The motivation for this chapter is similar to the one of Chapter 4 and lies in
Radon transform theory [9J. As mentioned in Chapter 4, a necessary requirement to
produce reconstruction results with the accuracy desired in medical imaging is to sample
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uniformly the Radon domain parameter space, defined by the length p of the normal to
a scanning line and the anticlockwise angle () this normal forms with the positive x semi-
axis (see Fig. 2.1). The scanning geometry, that was employed in Chapter 3, assumed
that the measurements were collected by sensors that followed uniform distribution in the
space of the Cartesian intersection coordinates with the boundary of the reconstruction
domain. Such a sensor placement might be the most practical, however, it does not result
in scanning lines that follow uniform distribution in the (p, ()) projection space. On the
other hand, sampling the Radon parameter domain uniformly imposes serious constraints
of space or time that were discussed in Chapter 4.
In this chapter, we achieve approximate uniformity of sampling in the (p,()) pro-
jection space by employing weights. These weights are obtained by relying on random
variables theory and calculating the resulting joint probability density function of p and ()
that the practical sensor arrangement of Chapter 3 generates. Hence, the proposed modi-
fication to the direct algebraic reconstruction technique, presented in Chapter 3, accounts
for the non-uniform density of the projection space by inversely weighing every equation
(line-integral measurement) according to the local (p,()) density of the scanning line asso-
ciated with this equation, and, also, multiplying with the (uniform) probability mass that
the pair (p,()) should have. It must be noted that, due to the fact that the calculation of
the proposed weights is based on the known and predetermined sensor arrangement, this
calculation can be performed in advance (off-line).
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2, we formulate the problem and
set up our notation. In Section 5.3, we work out the weights that should be employed
in the reconstruction process, so as to approximate flatness in the (p,()) density of the
scanning lines. In Section 5.4, we present an example of static electric field reconstruction
to demonstrate the effect of the proposed probabilistic weights on the quality of the re-
construction by presenting an example of static electric field reconstruction. We conclude
in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Problem Formulation
The whole treatment in this section is performed in the digital domain. Let us
assume that we have the digitised square 2-D domain, shown in Fig. 5.1, within which
vector field f(x, y) = fx(x, y)x + fy(x, y)y is defined. The length of each side of the square
domain is taken to be equal to 2U and the origin of the axes of the coordinate system is
chosen to be at the centre of the domain. The square domain is divided into tiles of finite
size, P x P, so that K == 2U/P is an integer. The goal is to recover vector field f(x,y) at
the centre of every tile of this space, namely the sampling points of the domain.
y
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Figure 5.1: The digitised reconstruction region is a square of size 2U. The size of the
tiles, with which we sample the 2-D space, is P x P. Marked with 0 are the known and
predetermined sensor positions from which we obtain the line-integral data. These
positions are the middle points of the boundary edges of all boundary tiles. A scanning
line segment AB is sampled with sampling step ~s. AB is inclined at an angle UJ to
the positive direction of the x-axis. Also shown are the two parameters p and ()used
to define the scanning line (projection space coordinates) and the unit vectors sand
p which are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to line segment AB.
Regarding the data acquisition, we assume that ideal point sensors, that integrate
only the component of the field projected on the line, reside on predetermined and regularly
placed positions of the whole border of the 2-D square domain. These positions are the
middle points of the boundary edges of all boundary tiles (see Fig. 5.1). Hence, there
are 2jf ideal point sensors on each side of the boundary of the domain. The solution to
the reconstruction problem is based on projection data along lines defined by the finite
number of measurement points. Next, as a part of the problem formulation, we present
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a short summary of the direct algebraic reconstruction technique, tha.t was discussed in
Section 3.4.
The employed sensor arrangement of Fig. 5.1 yields a set of scanning lines. Let us
consider a scanning line AB that belongs to this set and connects two boundary sensors
located at points A and B, chosen arbitrarily (see Fig. 5.1). Then, scanning line AB yields
a line-integral measurement Ji. Since we assumed that a pair of sensors measures only the
integral of the component of the investigated vector field along the scanning line, then,
the integral-geometry transform that modells the measurement is given by
J, = f f(x, y) . sdsJAB (5.1)
Here s = coswx + sin wy is the unit vector along the integration (measurement) line AB,
where w is the angle at which the scanning line is inclined to the positive direction of the
x-axis (see Fig. 5.1). In addition, ds is an element of path length along this line.
In order to translate into the digital domain, the integration expressed by Eq. (5.1)
in the continuous domain, the analysis of Section 3.4, is applied. This analysis also involves
a sampling along the line segment with sampling step Lls (see Fig. 5.1). Then, the integral
of Eq. (5.1) can be approximated by the following sum:
(5.2)
Here fl = (JXI' !Yl) are the unknown vector field values at these sampling points of the
reconstruction domain that are nearest neighbours to the sampling points I of the line.
Also, As = Llss.
In order to obtain the system of linear equations, the solution of which will give the
components of the examined vector field f(x, y) at all sampling points of the 2-D domain,
the procedure described above is repeated for all possible pairs of boundary point sensors,
that yield integral measurements along scanning lines, apart from pairs of sensors where
both sensors reside in the same side of the boundary of the square and are not useful.
Hence, the number of the available equations (5.2) depends on the selection of the data
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acquisition geometry. In general, in this analysis we have to deal with overdetermined
systems of linear equations. Hence, the solution is obtained in the LS error sense.
In Eq. (5.2), J, is the measurement obtained by integrating along scanning line AB.
This line is defined, in terms of projection space parameters p and 0, by using the Hessian
normal form of Eq. (2.1), that we repeat here as Eq. (5.3) for the sake of convenience:
p = x cos 0 + y sin 0 (5.3)
Parameters p and 0 have been defined in Fig. 2.1 and, also, it is p 2: 0 and -1T < 0 :S 1T.
Hence, associated with each line-integral measurement, is a pair of (p,O) parameter values.
However, it is important to note that by placing the sensors uniformly distributed in the
space of the Cartesian intersection coordinates with the boundary of the reconstruction
domain, as proposed in Section 3.4, the joint distribution of p and 0 parameters of the
resulting scanning lines is not uniform. According to the theory of Radon transform [9],
failure to achieve uniformity in the projection space parameters results in loss of accuracy
in the reconstruction results.
In this chapter, we propose to achieve approximate uniformity in the Radon domain
parameters of the scanning lines by employing weights. In particular, to account for the
non-uniform (p,O) density of the set of scanning lines, every equation obtained with the
analysis described above is inversely weighed, according to the local (p,O) probability
mass of the scanning line associated with this equation, and multiplied with the (uniform)
probability that the pair (p,O) should have. In the next section, we work out the weights
that should be employed in the reconstruction process, so as to approximate flatness in
the (p,O) density of the set of scanning lines.
5.3 The Weighted Reconstruction Methodology
In this chapter, we propose to modify the direct algebraic reconstruction technique,
that we introduced in Section 3.4, by employing probabilistic weights. These weights
should be multiplied with the system's equations, obtained following the analysis in Sec-
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tion 3.4, so as to account for the non-uniformity in the (p, 0) space. Before we calculate the
proposed weights, we first make an attempt to answer the following question: Given the
employed scanning geometry of Fig. 5.1, where the sensors are uniformly distributed in the
space of the Cartesian intersection coordinates with the boundary of the reconstruction
domain, what is the (p,O) distribution of the resulting scanning lines?
Let us call (XI,yI) and (X2,Y2) the end points of an arbitrary scanning line segment
that goes through the reconstruction region of Fig. 5.1. Our first task is to express scan-
ning line parameters, p and 0, in terms of the intersection parameters (sensor Cartesian
coordinates). We, then, go on to work out the joint distribution of parameters p and O.
Intersection parameters Xl, YI, X2 and Y2 are not independent, as they are con-
strained to refer to points on the domain border. For this reason, we have the following
possibilities for a scanning line.
1. A scanning line where the two sensors lie on the domain borders y = -U and X = U
(Fig. 5.2). The coordinates of the two sensors are (Xl, -U) and (U,Y2). Both sensors
u
x
y
Figure 5.2: The 1si case of scanning lines.
lie on the scanning line (p,O). Hence, Eq. (5.3) yields:
p = Xl cosO - U sinO
p = U cos 0 + Y2 sin 0
(5.4)
(5.5)
In order to determine the joint probability density function of parameters p and (), the
Cartesian sensor coordinates Xl and Y2 are treated as random variables. By making
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the assumption that there are infinite many sensors I , then, these sensor coordinates
may take any value in the range (-U, U) with the same probability. Hence, Xl and
Y2 are uniformly distributed random variables with corresponding density functions,
respectively:
1!Xl (xI) = 2U [H(XI + U) - H(XI - U»)
1
!Y2(Y2) = 2U [H(Y2 + U) - H(Y2 - U»)
(G.G)
(5.7)
In the above formulae, H ( ) is the Heaviside step function, the value of which is zero
for a negative argument and one for a positive argument.
Since the value of the coordinate Xl is independent of the value of the coordinate
Y2, these two variables are statistically independent. Hence, the joint probability
density function of Xl and Y2, !xlY2(XI, Y2), is given by:
!XlY2(XI,Y2) = !Xl(XI)!Y2(Y2) ::::}
1
!XlY2(XI,Y2) = 4U2 [H(XI + U) - H(XI - U») [H(Y2 + U) - H(Y2 - U») (5.8)
From Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) it follows that:
(5.9)
(5.10)
In this chapter, we restrict the inverse function arctan to take only its principal
values. That is, values in the range (- ~, ~).
The following fundamental theorem is valid [51]: If p and e are two functions of two
random variables Xl and Y2
P = p(Xl, Y2)
e = O(x}, Y2)
(5.11)
(5.12)
1We make this assumption in order to reduce the computational complexity.
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then, we may express the joint probability density function of p and e, !po(p, e), in
terms of the joint probability density function of Xl and Y2, !X1Y2 (Xl, Y2), as:
!pO(p, e) = !X~.Y2 (Xln, Y2J + ... + !X~.Y2 (Xlk' Y2k)
/J(Xla,Y2J/ /J(Xlk,Y2k)/
(5.13)
where
-1
= (5.14)
f)O f)O
8x) 7JY2
is the Jacobian determinant of the transformation of Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12), and
(Xla' Y2J, ... , (Xlk' Y2k) are the k real roots of the system of the same equations.
For the considered set of scanning lines, we have p > 0 and () E (- ~, 0). Hence, the
system of Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) has a single solution:
(Xla' Y2J = (_Le + U tan e', .p() - U cot e)cos sin (5.15)
This solution is obtained by solving Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5), with respect to Xl and Y2,
and also taking into account that it is cos e =I- 0 and sin () =I- 0 for the examined set
of scanning lines. Considering Eq. (5.15), we obtain from Eq. (5.14) that
-1
1
cosO
psinO + U
'CQS'T6 cos2 0
[
U - pease U + PSine]-l
= cos e sirr' e - sin e cos-'e
1 -pcfsO + U
sin 0 sin 0 sin20
= [U(cose - sine) _ p]-I
COS2 e sin2 () (5.16)
For the examined scanning lines (p, e), it is U( cos ()- sin 0) - p =I- O. Hence, Eq. (5.16)
yields:
.. cos2 e sin2 0
J(Xla' Y2J = U( e . 8)cos - sm - p (5.17)
Taking into account Eqs. (5.15) and (5.17), we conclude from Eq. (5.13) that the
joint probability density function of p and 0 for the 1sf set of scanning lines is given
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by:
I /U(COSO-SinO)-p/ (p p )!po(p,O) = 20 . 20 !XIY2 --ll + U tanO, -:--0 - U cot 0cos sin cos (7 sin (5.18)
Finally, by substituting Eq. (5.8) into Eq. (5.18), we obtain that:
!/xJ(p,O) =
IU(cos O-sin (})-p I
ms~~~n2 () [H (c~ 0 + U tan 0 + U) - H (c~ 0 + U tan 0 - U)] x
[H Ci: 0 - U cot 0 + U) - H Ci: 0 - U cot 0 - U)] (5.19)
2. A scanning line where the two sensors lie on the domain borders y = -U and
X = -U (Fig. 5.3). The coordinates of the two sensors are (Xl, -U) and (-U, Y2)'
y
u
x
u
Figure 5.3: The 2nd case of scanning lines.
Both sensors lie on the scanning line (p,O). Hence, Eq. (5.3) yields:
p = Xl cos 0 - U sin e (5.20)
(5.21)p = -U cos 0+ Y2 sin 0
Following the same line of thinking as above, the probability density functions of
random variables Xl and Y2 are given by Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7), respectively. Moreover,
the joint probability density function of Xl and Y2, !XIY2(XI, Y2), is determined by
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Eq. (5.8). From Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21) it follows that
Xl +U()= arctan U - 7r
Y2 +
(
Xl + U) ( Xl + U )P = Xl cos arctan - 7r - U sin arctan - 7r
Y2+U Y2+U
(5.22)
(5.23)
where it was taken into account that, for the considered set of scanning lines, we
have p > 0 and (J E (-7r, -I)' The system of Eqs. (5.22) and (5.23) has a single
solution:
(Xla, Y2J = (_!!_() + U tan (), .p () + U cot ())cos SIn (5.24)
This solution is obtained by solving Eqs. (5.20) and (5.21), with respect to Xl and
Y2, and also taking into account that it is cos () i- 0 and sin () i- 0 for the examined
set of lines. Considering Eq. (5.24), we obtain from Eq. (5.14) that
-1
1
cosO
psiI1_ll U~ + cos20
[
- U - p cos () U + p sin ()] - 1
= cos 0 sirr' (J - sin ()cos? ()
1 -pcosO U
sinO ~ - sin2 ()
= [-U(COSO + sinO) - p] -1 (5.25)
cos2 0 sin2 0
For the examined scanning lines (p,O), it is -U(cosO + sinO) - p i- O. Hence,
Eq. (5.25) yields:
(5.26)
Taking into account Eqs, (5.24) and (5.26), we conclude from Eq. (5.13) that the
joint probability density function of p and 0 for the 2nd set of scanning lines is given
by:
2 IU(COso+sinO)+pl (P p )!p8(p, ()) = 2' 2 !X1Y2 --0 + UtanO, --=--(J + Ucot (Jcos 0 sin 0 cos sin (5.27)
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Finally, by substituting Eq. (5.8) into Eq, (5.27), we obtain that:
!~(p,()) =
IU(cosO+sinO)+p Icos:~~n20 [H (c~ ()+ U tan ()+ U) - H (c~ () + U tan e - U)] x
[H (si~ () + U cot ()+ U) - H (si~ ()+ U cot ()- U) ] (5.28)
3. A scanning line where the two sensors lie on the domain borders X = U and y = U
(Fig. 5.4). The coordinates of the two sensors are (U, Y2) and (Xl, U). Both sensors
-u
Figure 5.4: The 3rrl case of scanning lines.
lie on the scanning line (p, ()). Hence, Eq. (5.3) yields:
p = U cos (j + Y2 sin () (5.29)
(5.30)p = Xl cos (j + U sin ()
The probability density functions of random variables Xl and Y2 and their joint
probability density function, !XIY2(Xl, Y2), are determined by Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8), re-
spectively, the same as in the previous two cases. From Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30) it
follows that:
XI- U()= arctan U
Y2 -
(
Xl - U) ( Xl - U)P = U cos arctan Y2 _ U + Y2 sin arctan Y2 _ U
(5.31)
(5.32)
For the considered set of scanning lines, we have p > 0 and (j E (0,~lThe system
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of Eqs. (5.31) and (5.32) has a single solution:
(5.33)
This solution is obtained by solving Eqs. (5.29) and (5.30), with respect to :rl and
Y2, and also taking into account that it is cos e i- 0 and sin 0 i- 0 for the examined
set of lines. Considering Eq. (5.33), we obtain from Eq. (5.14) that
-1
1
cosO
psinO U
~ - cos20
[
U - pease psinO - U]-I
= cos 0 sin2 e - sin e cos-' 0
1 _pc~so + U
sin 0 sin 0 sin20
= [U(COsO+sinO)-p]-1
COS2 e sin2 0 (5.34)
For the examined scanning lines (p, 0), it is U(cos O+sin 0) - Pi- O. Hence, Eq. (5.34)
yields:
(5.35)
Taking into account Eqs. (5.33) and (5.35), we conclude from Eq. (5.13) that the
joint probability density function of p and 0 for the 3rd set of scanning lines is given
by:
3 /U(COso+sinO)-p/ (P P )!pe(p, ())= 2' 2 e !XIY2 --e - U tan (), --:---n - U cot ecos ()sin cos S1l1 u (5.36)
Finally, by substituting Eq, (5.8) into Eq. (5.36), we obtain that:
IU(cosO+sinO)-p I• cos2 0 sin2 0 [( p ) (P )]!~(p,e)= 4U2 H coso-Utane+U -H cos(}-UtanO-U x
[H (-f!- - U cote + U) - H (-f!- - U cot () - U)] (5.37)ffine ffinO
4. A scanning line where the two sensors lie on the domain borders y = U and X = -U
(Fig. 5.5). The coordinates of the two sensors are (Xl, U) and (-U, Y2). Both sensors
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u
x
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Figure 5.5: The 4th case of scanning lines.
lie on the scanning line (p, e). Hence, Eq, (5.3) yields:
p = Xl cos e + U sin e (5.38)
p = -u cos e + Y2 sin e (5.39)
The probability density functions of random variables Xl and Y2 and their joint
probability density function, !X1Y2(XI, Y2), are determined by Eqs. (5.6)-(5.8), re-
spectively, the same as in the previous three cases. From Eqs, (5.38) and (5.39) it
follows that
Xl +U
(J = arctan + tt
Y2 - U
(
Xl + U ) . ( Xl + U )p = Xl cos arctan U + 7r + U sin arctan + 7r
Y2- Y2-U
(5.40)
(5.41)
where it was taken into account that, for the considered set of scanning lines, we have
p> 0 and e E (~, 7r). The system of Eqs. (5.40) and (5.41) has a single solution:
(5.42)
This solution is obtained by solving Eqs. (5.38) and (5.39), with respect to Xl and
Y2, and also taking into account that it is cos e i= 0 and sin e i- 0 for the examined
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set of lines. Considering Eq. (5.42), we obtain from Eq. (5.14) that
-1
1
cosO
psi~O U
cos 0 - cos20
[
-U - pcose psine - U]-1
= cos e sin2 e - sin e cos2 e
1
sinO
-peosO U
~ - sin20
= [U(Sine - case) _ p]-1
cos2 e sin2 e (5.43)
For the examined scanning lines (p, e), it is U(sine-cose)-p =I- O. Hence, Eq. (5.43)
yields:
(5.44)
Taking into account Eqs. (5.42) and (5.44), we conclude from Eq. (5.13) that the
joint probability density function of p and () for the 4th set of scanning lines is given
by:
4 jU(Sine-cose)-p/ (P P )!-Jl(p, e) = 2' 2 !XIY2 --n - U tan (), --:---n + U cot ()
I~ cos e sin e cos o sin u (5.45)
Finally, by substituting Eq. (5.8) into Eq. (5.45), we obtain that:
j4 ( ()) = IU(:~S~~~::~-pI [H (_P __ U tan e + U) - H (_f!_ - U tan e - U)] x
pO p, 4U2 cos e cos ()
[H (si~() + U cotO + u) - H Ci~e+ U cote - u)] (5.46)
5. A scanning line where the two sensors lie on the domain borders y = -U and y = U
(Fig.5.6). The coordinates of the two sensors are (Xl, -U) and (X2' U). Both sensors
lie on the scanning line (p, e). Hence, Eq. (5.3) yields:
p = Xl cos e - U sin e (5.47)
(5.48)p = X2 cos 0 + U sin ()
Sensor coordinates Xl and X2 are treated as uniformly distributed random variables
in the range (-U, U). Hence, the probability density function of Xl is determined
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u
x
Figure 5.6: The 5th case of scanning lines.
by Eq, (5.6), whereas the corresponding density function of random variable X2 is
given by:
(5.49)
The two random variables are statistically independent. Hence, their joint probabil-
ity density function is:
Ix!x2 (Xl, X2) = Ix! (xdIx2 (X2) =}
1
Ix!x2(xl,x2) = 4U2 [H(Xl + U) - H(Xl - U)] [H(X2 + U) - H(X2 - U)] (5.50)
For the examined set of scanning lines, we have p 2: 0 and ()E (-1f, - 3;) U (-1' 1)u
( 3471' , 1f]. The following cases have to be distinguished:
• When ()E (-1f, _3n, it follows from Eqs. (5.47) and (5.48) that:
Xl - X2
()= arctan - 1f
2U
(
Xl - X2) ( Xl - X2 )P = Xl cos arctan 2U - tt - U sin arctan 2U - 1f
(5.51)
(5.52)
• When () E (-1' 1)' it follows from Eqs, (5.47) and (5.48) that:
Xl - X2()= arctan 2U
(
Xl - X2) . ( Xl - X2)P = Xl cos arctan 2U - U sin arctan 2U
(5.53)
(5.54)
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• When 0 E C47r, 11"], we get from Eqs. (5.47) and (5.48):
Xl - X2
0= arctan 2U + 7r
(
Xl - X2) ( Xl - X2 )P = Xl cos arctan 2U + tt - U sin arctan 2U + tt
(5.55)
(5.56)
The three 2 x 2 systems of Eqs. (5.51)-(5.56) have all a single solution in the corre-
sponding intervals of variable O. This solution is given for all three systems by the
same formula
(Xla' X2J = (_f!_o + U tan 0, _f!_O - U tan 0)cos cos (5.57)
It is obtained by solving Eqs, (5.47) and (5.48), with respect to Xl and X2, and
also by taking into account that it is cos () t= 0 for the examined set of scanning
lines. As a result of this and the theorem, expressed by Eqs. (5.11)-(5.14), the
formula that determines the joint density f~(J(p, 0) for this set of scanning lines will
be common for all intervals of variable (). Considering Eq. (5.57), the application
of the theorem of Eqs. (5.11)-(5.14), for random variables Xl and X2 and all three
systems of Eqs. (5.51)-(5.56), yields:
{)(J {)(J
8Xla 8X2a
-1
-18~;a 8~;a {)8~a {)a~a
J(Xla' X2J = =
1
cos(J
psi~(J U
cos (J + cos' (J
= [psinO-U _ pSinO+U]-I
cos-' () cos-' 0
1 psi~O U
cosO cos (J - cos2 (J
(5.58)
Taking into account Eqs. (5.57) and (5.58), we conclude from the theorem that the
joint probability density function of P and ()for the 5th set of scanning lines is given
by:
5 I 2U I (P P )f pe(p, 0)= ~() !XIX2 --() + U tan e, --0 - U tan ecos cos cos (5.59)
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Finally, by substituting Eq. (5.50) into Eq. (5.59), we obtain that:
f:,e (p, B) = Iit: I [H C~B + U tan e + U) - H C~B + U tan B - U)] x
[H (~ - U tan 0 + U) - H (_P- - U tan 0 - U)] (5.00)cose cose
0. A scanning line where the two sensors lie on the domain borders x = U and x = -U
(Fig. 5.7). The coordinates of the two sensors are (U, yJ) and (-U, Y2). Both sensors
u
x
y
-u
Figure 5.7: The 6th case of scanning lines.
lie on the scanning line (p,O). Hence, Eq. (5.3) yields:
p = U cos B + Yl sin e (5.61)
(5.62)p = - U cos ()+ Y2 sin 0
Sensor coordinates Yl and Y2 are treated as uniformly distributed random variables
in the range (-U, U). Hence, the probability density function of Y2 is determined by
Eq. (5.7), whereas the corresponding density function ofrandom variable Yl is given
by:
(5.63)
The two random variables are statistically independent. Hence, their joint probabil-
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ity density function is:
!YIY2(Yl,Y2) = !YI(yd!Y2(Y2) :::}
1
!YIY2(Yl,Y2) = 4U2 [H(YI + U) - H(YI - U)] [H(Y2 + U) - H(Y2 - U)] (5.64)
For the examined set of scanning lines, we have p 2: 0 and ()E (_:~11', -~) U (~, 3
4
11').
The following cases have to be distinguished:
• When (_3411', -~), it follows from Eqs. (5.61) and (5.62) that:
() Y2 - YJ= arc cot - 7r
2U
(
Y2 - Y J ) . ( Y2 - Y JP = U cos arc cot 2U - tt + Yl sm arc cot 2U
(5.65)
(5.66)
In this chapter, we restrict the inverse function arccot to take only its
principal values. That is, values in the range (0,7r) .
• When () E (~, 3n, we obtain from Eqs. (5.61) and (5.62):
()= arccot Y22~YJ
(
Y2 - YJ ) . ( Y2 - YJ )P = U cos arc cot 2 U + YI sin arccot 2 U
(5.67)
(5.68)
The two 2 x 2 systems of Eqs. (5.65)-{5.68) have both a single solution in the corre-
sponding intervals of variable (). This solution is given for both systems by the same
formula
(YIa' Y2a) = ( .p () - U cot (), .P () + U cot ())sin sin (5.69)
It is obtained by solving Eqs. (5.61) and (5.62), with respect to YI and Y2, and
also by taking into account that it is sin () =1= 0 for the examined set of scanning
lines. As a result of this and the theorem, expressed by Eqs. (5.11)-(5.14), the
formula that determines the joint probability density function !;!e(p, ()) for this set
of scanning lines is common for all intervals of variable (). Considering Eq. (5.69),
the application of the theorem of Eqs, (5.11)-(5.14), for random variables YI and Y2
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and the two systems of Eqs. (5.65)-(5.68), yields:
=
-1
ao ao
'lJYl;; 8Y2a
-1
1
sinO
-PC:jS(} + U
sin 0 sin2 ()
= [-pcos.e - u _ -pCOSe +U]-1
sin3 e sin3 ()
1 -pcosO U
sinO ~ - sin20
[
-2U]-1
= sin3 e = --2-U- (5.70)
Taking into account Eqs. (5.69) and (5.70), we conclude from the theorem that the
joint probability density function of p and () for the 6th set of scanning lines is given
by:
6 I 2U I (P P )fpe(p, 0) = "7"30 fYIY2 -:--() - U cot 0, -.- + U cot 0sin sin sm() (5.71)
Finally, by substituting Eq, (5.64) into Eq. (5.71), we obtain that:
f;'(p,O) = I~;;:I [H( .. :O - U cotO +U) - H (,;:0 - U cotO - U)1X
[H (-!- + U cot ()+ U) - H (-!- + U cot ()- U)] (5.72)ffine ffinO
Fig. 5.8 shows the regions of (p,O) space that each of the six individual densities
(obtained above for the six cases of scanning line) cover. It can be easily seen there
that f~(p, e), f~(p, 0), f%o(p,O) and f:e(p, ()) cover the same area. Also, it was found
that the (p,O) areas of fJ;o(p, 0) and f~(p, 0) (that are of similar size) are J2 times the
respective (p,O) area of the previous four cases. Next, we show how to determine the
overall probability density function f pO(p, 0), that the employed sensor arrangement of
Fig. 5.1 generates in the Radon space, by making use of the six individual densities.
In this analysis, we are dealing with scanning lines connecting any two sensors, that
reside in the boundary edges of the square reconstruction region, apart from pairs where
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Figure 5.8: The areas that the six individual and the overall probability densities
cover in the projection space.
both sensors lie in the same square edge. We considered six cases of scanning line because
the number of combinations of two boundary edges (where the two sensors are located at)
from a set of four boundary edges is 2!d~2)! = 6. A basic assumption of our analysis is
that a sensor lies in each of the boundary edges of the square region with equal probability.
This is obvious given the shape, spatial arrangement and (the same) length of the border
edges and, also, the fact that we employed regular positioning of sensors. In addition,
we assumed that the two placements of the sensors are independent. Based on these two
fundamental assumptions, that we made in our problem formulation, it is obtained that
each of the six cases of scanning line has the same probability. This probability is equal
to 2 x t x i= ~,where factor t gives the probability of the arbitrary placement of the
1st sensor of the pair (that defines the scanning line) in one of the four boundary edges
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of the square region and factor ~ gives the probability of the placement of the 2nd sensor
in a random boundary edge. having already placed the Is1 sensor in a different edge. In
addition. factor 2 is employed to account for the case of reverse placement of sensors to
the same boundary edges. Also, we use multiplication due to the independency of the
events. Considering the above and also taking into account the fact that the six cases,
over which we partitioned the problem, are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, then, the
application of the law of total probability for densities (see [51D
6
!pO(p.8) =L !;,o(p, O/ithcase)Prob(ifhcase)
i=!
(5.73)
yields (by substituting):
The area that thr- overall probability density function! p8(p, 8) covers in the (p,O) space
is shown in Fig. 5.8.
Having obtained the probability density function of parameters p and 0, that the
sensor arrangement of Fig. 5.1 generates, we next describe the method of calculating the
weight, that each equation of system (5.2) should be multiplied with. In order to obtain
these weights, the (p, 8) space is divided into Rb x Ti, non-overlapping 2-D hins of the same
size, namely Rb bins for the p parameter and Tb bins for the B parameter. Then, each of
the Rb x T" bins has a probability mass
b = 1,2, ... , Rb x T" (5.75)
where (fh,.fh") and (PbI'Pb,.), with (hi < Bb" and Pb, < Pb", determine the 2-D region of
definition of the bth bin. The mass in the entire (p, B) plane (over the Rb x T" bins) equals
1:
/
+00/+00-00 -00 !p8(p, 0) dp dO= 1 (5.76)
Hence, for any scanning line defined by parameter values (pi, Bi) that lies in the bth
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bin which has probability mass Pb, the weight, that the corresponding equation (projection
measurement) should be multiplied with, is
i = 1,2, ... ,AT (5.77)
where Rb ~Tb is the probability mass of the bth bin, if the density were flat and AT is the
total number of the system's linear equations. The reasoning behind using these weights
is to make the histogram of the Radon domain variables approximately flat.
After multiplying all equations (for all scanning lines) with the corresponding
weights, the overdetermined system of equations is solved to obtain the reconstruction
results. It must be noted that the linear equations are obviously not affected by the
multiplication described above, since b = Ag is equivalent to wb = wAg, where vector
w contains the weights. However, since the system is solved in a LS error sense, this
weight vector does affect the final solution. In the next section, we present all example of
static electric field reconstruction with the purpose of demonstrating the improvement in
reconstruction quality gained by employing the probabilistic weights, as proposed in this
chapter, over the case of Section 3.4, where the measurements were not weighed.
5.4 Simulations
We considered the same case as in Section 3.5, where the vector field under invest i-
gation was the electric field created by a static charge. Four different cases for the location
of the source of the electric field are reported. We assumed that the boundary sensors
measured the potential, so that the difference in the measurements between any two such
sensors gave the vectorial Radon transform of the examined electric field.
We employed the digital square reconstruction domain of Fig. 5.1 and chose 2U = 11
as domain size and P = 1 as tile size. Hence, the domain consisted of 121 tiles and
the number of the unknowns (the Ex and Ey components of the field at the centre of
every tile of the domain) was 242. Regarding the data acquisition geometry, the above
selection of values for parameters U and P resulted in having 11 sensors in every side of
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the boundary of the square domain. For the simulations we present here, the potential in
all these sensors was obtained by using Coulomb's law. We considered all possible voltage
differences between pairs of sensors, apart from pairs where both sensors resided in the
same border line. For the electric field recovery, we relied only on these line-integral data.
We first formed the system of linear equations according to the analysis that was
presented in Section 3.4. The scanning line segments joining sensors were sampled with a
step equal to 1 (~s = 1). The number of linear equations was 726, whereas the number of
the unknowns was 242. Hence, we obtained an overdetermined system of linear equations.
Subsequently, these equations were weighed, according to the methodology analysed in
Section 5.3, in order to approximate uniform sampling in the Radon space. For the weight
computation, we used Rb = 5 bins for the radial parameter and Ti, = 7 bins for the
angular parameter. The choice of these parameter values for the binning of the projection
space was made experimentally and, also, by taking into account the fact that all resulting
bins must have non-zero probability mass. This is necessary for the proposed weighted
reconstruction approach, where each equation must be divided with the probability mass
of the associated bin.
Then, in order to obtain the reconstruction results, we had to solve the overdeter-
mined system of weighted linear equations. For the experiments of this chapter, the LS
error solution was obtained by applying the Gauss-Newton LS method. Stability issues
similar to those of Section 3.5.2 were addressed.
The reconstruction results (or, else, the solution of the overdetermined systems of
the weighted linear equations) are shown in Fig. 5.980for four different source locations.
For the sake of comparison, Fig. 5.9b depicts the respective theoretical electric fields that
were obtained by using directly the governing Coulomb's law, while Fig. 5.9c shows the
respective recovered fields when we applied direct uniform sampling in the Radon domain
parameters, using the sampling steps recommended in [34] and [52], namely ~e = 2° and
b.p = 0.5. To achieve such sampling we had to use ninety times more sensors than in the
case of employing probabilistic weights. Alternatively, the actual uniform sampling of the
projection space could have been achieved by employing a rotating acquisition system.
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However, this would result in a one-hundred-and-eightyfold increase in the total scanning
time, when compared with the case of employing probabilistic weights.
(a) Approximate Uniformity (b) Theoretical Field
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Figure 5.9: Simulation results when the location of the source of the electric field
was (from top to bottom) at (19,-19), (-16,21), (24,11.5) and (-21,-12): (a) the re-
covered vector field when reconstruction was based on weighted linear equations that
approximate uniform sampling of the Radon space; (b) the theoretical electric field
as computed from Coulomb's law and (c) the recovered vector field when reconstruc-
tion was based on linear equations that correspond to actual uniform sampling of the
Radon space.
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By careful inspection of Fig. 5.9, we may say that the directions of the vectors
that were reconstructed, based on the boundary voltages, are almost identical with the
directions of the vectors that were obtained by using Coulomb's law, since in all three
cases the vectors are oriented towards the source of the field. Furthermore, vectors ill all
three cases reduce in magnitude when moving away from the source, as expected, even
though the recovered vectors seem to reduce a bit more slowly than those computed by
the application of Coulomb's law.
In order to demonstrate the improvement in reconstruction accuracy gained by
using probabilistic weights, as proposed in this chapter, over the case of Section 3.4, where
the measurements were not weighed, we present in Fig. 5.10 the histograms of the errors
for these two cases. Fig. 5.10 also shows the respective histograms of the errors that were
obtained when actual uniform sampling of the projection space was used. We may see
in Fig. 5.10 that, as expected, the employment of actual uniform sampling in (p, (j) space
resulted in the most accurate reconstruction. However, the difference in the reconstruction
quality between the two cases, where probabilistic weights were used and actual uniform
sampling was employed, is insignificant and in order to be achieved, we have either to
overcome sensor placement impracticalities or to use a rotating acquisition system at the
expense of temporal efficiency.
To obtain a quantitative idea of the observations made in Fig. 5.10, in Table 5.1, we
tabulate the average values per pixel of the relative magnitude and absolute angular re-
construction errors for the base method (introduced in Section 3.4), the modified weighted
reconstruction technique (proposed in this chapter) and the reconstruction method that
employs actual uniform sampling of the projection space.
By inspecting Table 5.1, we observe the effectiveness of the probabilistic weights,
proposed in this chapter, in suppressing the reconstruction error. In particular, it was
found that the average error in vector field orientation was 31% lower when we employed
probabilistic weights that approximate uniform sampling in the Radon domain, as opposed
to the case where the measurements were not weighed, whereas the average error in magni-
tude was lower by 22%. This improvement in reconstruction accuracy took place without,
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Figure 5.10: Left three columns: the histograms of the relative error in magnitude for
the cases (i) regular sensor placement along the boundary of the domain, as proposed
in Section 3.4; (H) the same sensor arrangement as in (i), but, also, using weights
that approximate uniform sampling in (p.8) space, as proposed in this chapter and
(iii) actual uniform sampling in (p,8) space. Right three columns: the histograms of
the error in vector field orientation for the same cases. The location of the source
of the electric field was (from top to bottom) at (19,-19), (-16,21), (24,11.5) and
(-21, -12). We note that the histograms of the first column have heavier tails towards
higher values, when compared with the respective histograms of the second and third
columns. We also note that the histograms of the fourth column have heavier tails
towards higher values, when compared with the respective histograms of the fifth and
sixth columns.
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Table 5.1: The average relative magnitude reconstruction error (%) per pixel (ME)
and the average absolute angular reconstruction error (in degrees) per pixel (AE) for
the three cases: (i) when data were not weighed (NW); (ii) when the reconstruction
method employed weighted measurements (WM) to approximate uniform sampling
in the Radon domain and (iii) when actual uniform sampling (US) in the (p.O) Radon
space was used. Four different source locations (SL) are reported.
8£ I r..'1E(NW) I r..m (WM) I ME (US) I AE (NW) I AE (WM) I AE (US) I
(19, -19) 3.6791 2.8006 2.3790 2.2882 1.5400 1.4206
(-16,21) 3.8114 2.8273 2.5339 2.4093 1.6217 1.5426
(24.11.5) 4.0363 3.3109 3.1747 2.5210 1.8122 l.8720
(-21.-12) 4.3803 3.5199 3.2126 2.7013 1.8702 1.8594
at the same time, having to increase the algorithm processing time and/or the number of
the required sensors. It was also found that a further 2% decrease in the angular and 7%
decrease in the magnitude reconstruction errors can be achieved by employing a scanning
geometry that corresponds to the actual sampling of the (p, e) space. However, to realise
this further improvement, we would have to either use ninety times more sensors placed
at very specific locations along the boundary of the reconstruction domain or, for rotating
data acquisition systems, increase the total scanning time one-hundred-and-eighty times.
5.5 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we achieved approximate uniformity in the (p,e) projection space
by employing probabilistic weights. Simulation results indicated that this resulted in
a significant (about 27%) reduction of both the angular and magnitude reconstruction
error, as compared with the case where unweighed data from sensors were used, and
insignificant (about 4.5%) difference from the reconstructions obtained when the (p,e)
space was sampled uniformly by either using ninety times more sensors or increasing the
total scanning time one-hundred-and-eightyfold. One could also think about improving
the reconstruction accuracy by applying weighting functions to each reconstruction pixel
with the view to compensating for the non-uniform e distribution of the scanning lines
that go through this reconstruction point.
The proposed method decreases the reconstruction error without increasing either
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the number of sensors or the processing time, while maintaining a practical sensor place-
ment configuration. The reason that the overall processing time does not increase is that
the calculation of the weights is based on the known and predetermined sensor configura-
tion. Hence, this calculation can be performed in advance (off-line).
The results of this study can be explained, since, according to the theory of Radon
transform, a necessary requirement to achieve reconstruction results of great accuracy is
to sample uniformly the Radon domain parameter space.
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Chapter 6
Resolution Considerations for 2-D
Vector Field Tomography
6.1 Introduction
INthis chapter, we look at the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem from the aspectof sampling. This aspect is crucial for the design of imaging devices. We make an
attempt to give an answer to questions like "what are the sampling requirements that must
be imposed on the distances of the parameters of the projection space, for a given spatial
resolution in the sought-for vector field, so as not to lose boundary integral information?"
or "given a sampling of the sinogram, what is the maximum acceptable resolution in
the reconstruction region?". The influence of the sampling rate of the vectorial Radon
transform on the quality of reconstruction is also studied.
To address sampling issues, we rely on Fourier theory of sampling as used in commu-
nication theory and image processing. By using the frequency properties of the vectorial
Radon transform, we derive the lower bounds that must be imposed on the sampling rates
of the variables in the projection space, for a given spatial resolution in the reconstruction
region, so that no measurement information is lost.
Sampling issues in relation to vector field tomography were also discussed in [12].
However, the authors of [12]considered the problem of reconstructing only one of the two
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components of the examined vector field from tomographic data, in line with the conclu-
sions drawn in [4], [32], [48] and [67J. Their key insight was to extend efficient sampling
schemes of scalar tomography into vector field tomography. They did not attempt to per-
form complete reconstruction of the examined vector field, but seemed merely interested in
recovering only one component. In this study, we deal with the problem of reconstructing
both components of a 2-D vector field based only on line-integral data and, therefore, we
investigate sampling issues of the scanning geometry with a view to solving this problem.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 6.2, we set up our scanning geometry
and formulate the problem. In Section 6.3, we derive the minimum adequate sampling
rates of the parameters in the projection space, so as not to lose boundary information
and, at the same time, to achieve an intended spatial resolution of the investigated vector
field. For the derivation, we rely on sampling theory for deterministic bandlimited signals
and the sine-expansion procedure. In Section 6.4, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed sampling bounds of the vectorial Radon transform by presenting some examples
of complete reconstruction of static electric fields. In Section 6.5, we examine the behaviour
of the derived sampling criteria of the sinogram in noisy environments. We conclude in
Section 6.6.
6.2 The Scanning Geometry
Let us assume that we have the digitised square 2-D domain that is shown in Fig. 6.1,
within which the investigated vector field f(x, y) = fx(x, y)x + fy(x, y)y is defined. The
length of each side of the square domain is taken to be equal to 2U and the coordinate
system is chosen so that the origin of the axes is at the centre of the domain. The square
domain consists of tiles of finite size, P x P, so that 2}! is an integer. Also, it is assumed
that line-integral data are collected by sensors that reside in the boundary of this domain.
Consider a scanning line segment AB connecting two such sensors, located at points
A and B (see Fig. 6.1). Then, this scanning line yields a line-integral measurement.
By assuming that any pair of sensors measure only the integral of the component of
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Figure 6.1: A square digitised reconstruction region of size 2U. The size of the tiles,
with which we sample the 2-D domain, is P x P. A scanning line segment AB goes
through this region. AB is sampled with sampling step ~8. The angle, at which the
line segment is inclined to the positive direction of the .r-axis, is 11'. Also shown are the
two parameters p and fI used to define the scanning line (Radon domain coordinates)
and the unit vectors sand p which are parallel and perpendicular, respectively, to
line segment An.
the examined vector field along the associated scanning line, then, the integral-geometry
transform J, that modells the measurement, collected by sensors at points A and B, is
described by Eq. (3.1) that we repeat here as Eq, (6.1) for the sake of convenience:
(6.1)
Here Ii is the unit vector along scanning line segment AB (see Fig. 6.1) and ds IS an
element of path length along this line segment.
The goal of this analysis is to derive sampling requirements for the vectorial Radon
transform .l.. To achieve this goal, we must first determine the scanning geometry. In
this treatment, we study the simplest case of scanning geometry, namely standard parallel
scanning." This scheme results in scanning rays that are arranged in parallel bunches.
Therefore, the projection space is most conveniently parameterised, for this type of scan-
ning geometry, by using parameters p and (), where p is the length of the normal from the
origin of the axes to the scanning line and () is the angle at which this normal is inclined
to the positive z semi-axis (see Fig. 6.1). Next, we express available measurements J, as
1For the fall beam scanuing geometry, the treatment is similar, even though a bit more complicated.
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a function of variables p and e.
In order to express integral transform Ji, in terms of parameters p and (), let us
first define a coordinate system (p,8), such that p is the unit vector along the direction
of the normal to the scanning line and 8 is the unit vector orthogonal to that, forming a
right-handed coordinate system (see Fig. 6.1). The transformation relationships, between
the system we defined and the (x, y) coordinate system, are:
x = -ssine + pcose
y = scose + psine
(6.2)
(6.3)
By examining Fig. 6.1, we may sec that unit vector 8, parallel to scanning line AB, may
be written:
§ = - sin ex + cos ()y (6.4)
By combining the (p,8) line parameterisation for scanning line AB with Eqs. (6.2)-(6.4),
and, also, by assuming that f(x, y) = 0 outside the square reconstruction region, Eq. (6.1),
that describes the available data, becomes:
c:Ji(p, e) = }-00 f(pcos B - s sin B, psin B + s cos 0) . (- sin Ox + cos ex) ds (6.5)
In practice, the measured projections are discretised. Hence, function J, (p, B) needs
to be sampled. In the next section, we derive the minimum sampling rates that should be
used for parameters p and e, so as to avoid losing measurement information and, at the
same time, to achieve an intended spatial resolution in the reconstruction domain.
6.3 Sampling the Vectorial Radon Transform
In order to impose upper bounds on sampling intervals !::J.p and !::J.(), we use sampling
theory for deterministic bandlimited signals [51J. The derivation we provide is based on the
sine-expansion procedure [51Jand the study of the 2-D frequency content of the available
integral measurements in 2-D vector field tomography.
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Let us assume that the spatial frequency content of the investigated vector field
f(x, y) has an upper bound that we know. Such a piece of information about the vector
field under investigation is expected to be known, see for example [69] about blood flow
imaging. We also assume that, based on this knowledge, the sampling of the reconstruction
region was made according to the Whittaker-Shannon theorem [51], i.e. half the sampling
frequency in the reconstruction region is equal to or larger than the spatial frequency
upper limit. Also, we note that Ji(p, 8) is a function that belongs in ]R2 and is 211"periodic
in the second argument. Hence, according to the sine-expansion procedure [51], vector
field f(x, y) may be recovered from the digital vector {(m, n) = fx(m, n)x + fy(m, n)y by
convolution with a sine function
_ _ ~1 ~ _ sin (ix(x - xm)) sin (;y(y - Yn))
f(x,y) - c: c: f(m,n) 7r ( ) 7r ( )
m=O n=O Llx x - xm Lly Y - Yn
(G.6)
where !II and N are the total numbers of samples in the x and Y directions, respectively,
~x and ~Y are the sampling steps of the reconstruction domain in the same directions and
(xm, Yn) are the coordinates of the vector field reconstruction points. Eq. (6.G) represents
convolution, since the samples are delta functions at the sample locations. The reason that
it is possible to have the vector field recovery from its equally spaced samples, described
above, is that convolution with a sine function in the spatial domain is equivalent to
multiplication with a rectangle in the spatial frequency domain. Therefore, the operation
of Eq. (6.6) represents an ideal reconstruction filter that reproduces vector field f(x, y)
from its samples f(m, n) without distortion.e
In many practical situations, a vector field is defined in a spatial domain of finite
size. Hence, its spatial frequency content, as obtained by the Fourier transform, has
no upper bound. To prevent spatial aliasing problems in the sampling process of the
reconstruction region, a filtering, that removes the components of the investigated vector
field that are of higher frequency, has to be applied. In this case, the resolution in the
reconstruction region has to meet the condition that half the sampling frequency is equal
to or larger than the filter's cut-off frequency. The implication of using an anti-aliasing
2It is not quite true that ((x, y) is exactly recovered from ((rn, n) because the summations in Eq. (6.6),
in principle, should be infinitely long, but these extra f(rn, 11) are assumed to have zero value.
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filter is that the examined vector field becomes blurred.
By substituting Eq. (6.6) into Eq. (6.5), we obtain:
Ji(p, B) = (6.7)
111-1 N - 1 ( • (11' ( . BB))r: '"'"' sin ';x(peosB - ssinB _ xTn)) sin ~y psm + seos - Yn .
= ~ ~ fx(m,n) 11' ( B . . (-smO)ds
-00 ",=On=o ~x peos -ssmB-xTn) ';y(psmB+seosO-Yn)
j + oc At -1 N - 1 sin ( .;,. (p cos B _ s sin 8 _ xTn)) sin (';y (p sin B + s cos 8 - Yn) )+ L L fy(m,n) "( 0 . B ) "(' B ) (eosB)ds
-00 m=On=O ;s; peos -ssm -Xm Ay psm +seos8-Yn
We want to study the sampling properties in the (p,O) parameter domain. These
are determined by the upper limit frequency of Ji(p, 0), as it is expressed by Eq. (6.7).
However, some issues are easier derived by using the (p, r) line pararneterisation, where
lines are defined by slope p and intersection r (see Fig. 6.2) as:
y = px + r (6.8)
The conclusions drawn in the (p, r) domain can be easily translated, afterwards, in the
(p, 0) domain. By using the (p, r) line parameterisation, described by Eq. (6.8), and also by
y
p=tanw
x
Figure 6.2: The two parameters used to define a scanning line: slope p and intersection
T.
taking into account that dx = -sinOds, dy = cosOds (see Eqs. (6.2)-(6.3)) and dy = pdx
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(sec Eq. (6.8)), Eq. (6.7) may be put in the form
M--l N-l 1\1-1 N-l
Ji(p,7) = L L !x(m,n)I(p,7,xm,Yn) + L L !y(m,n)pI(p,7,xm,Yn) (G.9)
m=O n=O m=O n=O
where: _ 1+00 sin (ix(x - Xm)) sin (;y(PX + 7 - Yn))
I(p, 7, Xm, Yn) - 71" ( ) 71" ( ) dx
-00 ~ x - Xm fly px + 7 - Yn (6.10)
In this analysis, we discuss vector fields only inside a rectangle. lienee, we choose
to have Llx = Lly, so that all reconstruction points lie in symmetrical intervals around
the origin of the coordinate system. By taking this into account and, also, introducing
variables
'TT
t == Llx (x - xm)
'TT,== Llx (pxm + 7 - Yn)
(G.ll)
(6.12)
integral I(p, 7, Xm, Yn) is simplified to:
) _ Llx 1+00 sin t sin(pt + ,)I(p, 7, Xm, Yn - t dt
1r -00 pt +, (6.13)
In order to calculate integral I(p, 7, Xm, Yn), we define two functions gl (7), g2 (7) as:
sin 7
gl(7) ==-
7
( )
_ sin(pr + ,)
927 =
P7+,
(6.14)
(6.15)
The convolution of these two functions yields:
1+00jj(7) ==g2(7) * gl(7) = -00 92(t)91(7 - t) dt
jj(7) = 1+00 sin(7 - t) sin(pt + ,) dt
-00 7 - t pt +, (6.16)
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By substituting 7 = 0 in Eq. (6.16), we obtain:
g(O)= r+oosin(-t)sin(pt+'Y)dt
1-00 -t pt + 'Y
g(O) = r: sin(t) sin(pt + 'Y) dt
1-00 t pt + 'Y (6.17)
Hence, by Eqs. (6.13) and (6.17), in order to compute integral I(p, 7, Xm, Yn), it is enough
to compute the convolution, described by Eq. (6.16), at 7 = O. However, convolution in
the +-domain results in multiplication in the frequency domain. Therefore, the Fourier
transform of function g( 7) is given by
(6.18)
where Cd!) and C2(J) are the Fourier transforms of 91(7) and 92(7), respectively. These
are both sine functions. Hence, their Fourier transforms are
Cd!) = 7rrect(1f!)
C2(J) = I;(ect (~~) exp (j21f J~)
(6.19)
(6.20)
where rectU) is a rectangular function of value 1, for argument between -! and !,and
zero otherwise. The combination of Eqs. (6.18)-(6.20) yields:
2 ()
.. 7T 'Y
C(J) = iPf W(J) exp j27TJp (6.21)
where W(f) is similar to rect(7T!), if Ipi 2 1 and similar to reet (fpf) otherwise. The
inverse Fourier transform of function CU) yields convolution function g( 7):
r:
g(7) = Loo C(f)exp(j27TJ7)dJ (6.22)
Two cases have to be distinguished: Ipi 2 1 and Ipi < 1.
1. Case Ipl ~ 1
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In this case, W(f) is similar to rect(rrf) and Eq. (6.22) becomes:
g(r) = [~I1< ~~ exp (j2rrJ~) exp(j2rrJr)dJ =
2"
1 • ( 1)
= ~~ [:1:1< exp (j2rrf (r +~))dJ = 1;1 sm T: -; P (6.23)
For T = 0, we obtain:
.. rr sin (~ ) sin (~)
g(O) = -I I 1: = rr
P p "I
By comparing Eqs. (6.13), (6.17) and (6.24), Eq. (6.13) becomes:
(6.24)
(6.25)
2. Case Ipl < 1
In this case, W(f) is similar to reet (fpf) and Eq. (6.22) becomes:
J+~ rr2 ( "I)g(r)= _m TPlexp j2rrJp exp(j2rrfr)df=21<
rr2J+W (. ("I)) rrsin(lpl(T+;))
= - exp J 2rrf r + - df = -I I 1:Ipl _m p p r+;
2"
(6.26)
For r = 0, we obtain:
.. _ rr sin (lpl~) sin "I
g(O) - -I I 1 = rr-
p p "I
By comparing Eqs. (6.13), (6.17) and (6.27), Eq. (6.13) becomes:
(6.27)
sin-j
I(p, r,Xm, Yn) = Llx--"I (6.28)
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By taking Eqs. (6.25) and (6.28) into account, Eq. (6.9) may be rewritten as:
M-IN-I sin (,min{l,Jir})
Ji(p, T) = L L fx(m, n)t::.x +,
m=O n=O
C'
M-IN-l psin (,min {I, ~})
+ L L fy{ m, n )t::.x-----'--~____;_::.....:...., (6.2D)
m=O n=O
D'
This expression of the available projection data in 2-D vector field tomography,
obtained above, will be now used to establish the sampling requirements in the (p, ())
domain. The result of Eq. (6.29) shows that the continuous line-integral data arc given
by the sum of two quantities, namely C' and D'.
By considering lines with slope Ipi ::::;1, the frequency content of quantity C' is
determined by function sin], which, as a function of " has an upper limit frequency of
'Y
1
271"·
In a similar way, the frequency content of quantity D' is determined by function
~ It is sin] a function of variables p and t: (see Eq. (6.12)). Therefore, we may write:, ,
h( ) - sin,p,T =--,
In order to determine the frequency content of the product ps~n] = ph{p, r), we consider
the 2-D FT h( kp, kT) of h(p, T)
(6.30)
where kp and kT are the Fourier domain variables of p and r , respectively. By different i-
ating Eq. (6.30), with respect to kp, we obtain:
1+001+
00
= -00 -00 ph{p, r)e-j(kpp+k..-T) dpdr (6.31)
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By examining Eq. (6.31), we notice that the second part of this equation gives the Fourier
transform of the product ph(p, r). Therefore, we may deduce that the product phi p, r ) is
bandlimited to the upper limit frequency of function h(p, r ). Hence, we conclude that the
frequency content of D' is also determined by function Si~1, and the overall tomographic
data have, as a function of "I, an upper limit frequency of 2~' Thus, if "I should be sampled,
this should be done with a rate faster than 7r:
(6.32)
If we use the transformation relationships between the (p, r ) and (p, B) domains (obtained
by solving system of Eqs. (3.16) and (6.8))
p = - cot B
p
T=--
sin B
(6.33)
(6.34)
then, Eq. (6.12) becomes:
"I = ~ (- cot BXm + .E: - Yn)
Ax smB
(6.35)
From Eqs. (6.32) and (6.35), we obtain:
/
8"1/ 7rA"I = op Ap = Axl sin BIb..p ::; 7r
Ap::; Axl sinBI (6.36)
We are examining lines where Ipl ::; 1. Hence, Icot BI ::; 1. Therefore, B E
[~, 3;] U [-1"', -t] and [sin e'], as a function of 0, takes values between 1 and v0' By
using the minimum value of ~, Eq. (6.36) yields:
Ax
b..p<--y'2 (6.37)
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Similarly, Eqs. (6.32) and (6.35) give for the angular parameter:
(6.38)
F'
We want the sampling criterion that we shall derive to be valid for all values of Xm. Hence,
we must find the minimum value of quantity F' in Eq. (6.38). F' reduces to the minimum
when the numerator becomes minimum and the denominator becomes maximum.
For the denominator we have
IXm - pcosOI :s IXml + Ipcos 01 :s IXmaxl + IPmax cos 01 (6.39)
where Xmax and Pmax are the maximum values of parameters X and p, respectively. We
consider uniform sampling at (p, 0) for the employed square domain of Fig. 6.1. Therefore,
it must be Pmax :s xmax. Otherwise, for Pmax > Xmax and 0 = kI, where k is an integer,
the resulting scanning lines do not lie within the region of interest. So, Eq. (6.39) becomes:
IXm - pcosOI:S IXmaxl(l + [cos e]') (6.40)
By taking into account Eq. (6.38), Eq. (6.40) and the considered area of values of
0, then, we may deduce that F' reduces to the minimum when IsinOI = IcosOI = ~, i.e.
when 0 = k~ with k = -3, -1, 1 and 3. Hence, Eq. (6.38) may be written as:
(6.41)
It must be noted that the evaluation of the upper bounds of Eqs, (6.37) and (6.41) was
very flexible in order to make sure that these expressions are valid for all values of (xm, Yn).
It can be easily proven that the same bounds for the sampling steps in the (p,O)
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domain, as these are expressed by Eqs. (6.37) and (6.41), are obtained when using lines
with slope Ipi > 1. In this case, it is easier to describe lines as x = ry + 77 with r == 1andp
T] == - ~ and, then, obtain the sampling steps in the (p, 0) domain, based on the frequency
properties of the parameter domain (r, 77).
In summary, if ~x is the sampling interval that describes the spatial resolution
that we want to achieve for the recovered vector field and Xmax is the maximum value of
parameter x, the steps one should use to sample parameters p and e should be:
(6.42)
(6.-13)
In an equivalent manner, Eqs. (6.42) and (6.43) give the minimum acceptable sampling
steps in the reconstruction region for a given sampling of the sinogram.
In practice, one wants to use as few data as possible for obtaining the intended
resolution. This means that one usually chooses values for sampling steps ~p and ~e
close to equality in Eqs. (6.42) and (6.43), respectively. Next, we provide evidence that
shows the favourable behaviour of the sampling bounds, derived in this section, towards
vector field reconstruction accuracy by presenting an example.
6.4 Sampling Bounds and Quality of Reconstruction: An
Example
In this section, we conducted some experiments in order to test the effectiveness of
the sampling bounds, derived in Section 6.3. The check was performed by studying the
influence of various sampling rates of the vectorial Radon transform on the quality of the
complete reconstruction of 2-D vector fields. We treated, as investigated vector field, the
electric field created by a static charge. Four different cases of the location of the source
of the electric field are reported. We assumed that the boundary sensors measured the
potential, so that the difference in the measurements between any two such sensors gave
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the vectorial Radon transform of the investigated electric field. For the simulations we
present here, the potential in all these sensors was obtained by using Coulomb's law.
We employed the digitised square reconstruction domain of Fig. 6.1 and chose
2U = 11 as domain size and P = 1 as tile size. Hence, the domain consisted of 121 tiles
and the resolution in the reconstruction region was ~x = 1. In addition, in the sampling
process along line segments connecting sensors (with a view to approximating the integral
measurements by sums), we selected sampling step ~s to be equal to 1 (=tile size) in all
cases.
In this study, we discuss sampling considerations for standard parallel scanning
schemes, where the projection space is most conveniently parameterised by variables p
and e. Therefore, we obtained the discretised measured projections, for our experiments,
by performing a sampling of these two variables. Each selected combination of sampling
steps f).p and ~() gave rise to a set of scanning lines that were uniformly distributed in
the (p, e) space. By applying the direct algebraic reconstruction technique, introduced in
Section 3.4, to every such set of scanning lines, we obtained the system of equations, the
solution of which gave the components of the investigated electric field at all sampling
points of the reconstruction domain. To demonstrate the favourable behaviour of the
sampling bounds, derived in this chapter, towards vector field reconstruction accuracy, we
performed four sets of experiments for each source location.
In the first set of experiments, we used a parallel scanning geometry that corre-
sponded to uniform sampling of parameters p and e, where the sampling criteria that
we derived in Section 6.3 were satisfied. For the employed rectangle of interest, we had
~x = ~y = P = 1 and Xmax = U = 5.5. Hence, the sampling criteria of Eqs. (6.42) and
(6.43) yielded:
f).p :::;0.7071 and (6.44)
In order to meet these requirements, we selected as sampling step values: ~p = 0.7 and
!::J.() = 30. With the purpose of covering fully the region of interest (Fig. 6.1), the chosen
steps resulted in having 8 samples of the radial parameter and 120 samples of the angular
parameter. As a result, the systems of linear equations, the solution of which gave the
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reconstructed fields for the four source locations, had 960 (= 8 x 120) equations, whereas
the number of the unknowns (the Ex and Ey components of the field at the centre of every
tile of the domain) was 242. Hence, we had to deal with overdetermined systems of linear
equations. We must note that we could have chosen smaller values for sampling steps
~{J and ~(). However, we opted out of such a selection because, in practice, one uses as
few data as possible. Moreover, by choosing much smaller values for sampling steps ~p
and ~(), the number of equations would increase too much and we would have to solve a
prohibitively large system of linear equations. The solution to the systems of equations,
that we formed, was obtained by applying the LS Gauss-Newton method. To test the ill-
conditioning of the system, stability issues similar to those of Section 3.5.2 were addressed.
The reconstruction results are shown in Fig. 6.3a for the four source locations. For the
sake of comparison, Fig. 6.3b depicts the respective electric fields that were obtained by
using directly the governing Coulomb's law.
In order to test the effectiveness of the sampling bounds, that we derived in this
chapter, we carried out three more sets of experiments without imposing the derived upper
bounds for ~p and ~() on the sampling of the projection space. More specifically, in the
second set of experiments, we chose ~p = 1 and ~() = 2°. It is obvious, from Eq. (6.44),
that such a selection for sampling step t1p was a clear violation of the criterion we derived
in Section 6.3 about the sampling rate of the radial parameter. The above choice of
parameter values resulted in having 6 samples of the radial parameter and 180 samples
of the angular parameter. Hence, the system of equations consisted of 1080 (= 6 x 180)
equations. In the third set of experiments, vector field recovery was carried out by using
uniform sampling in the Radon domain and selecting sampling step values: ~p = 0.5
and t1() = 4°. Hence, it was sampling step ~(), this time, the one that did not fulfill the
sampling requirements proposed in this chapter (Eq. (6.44)). This selection of parameter
values resulted in having 11 samples of the radial parameter and 90 samples of the angular
parameter. Hence, the system of equations consisted of 990 (= 11x 90) equations. Finally,
in the last set of experiments, we chose ~p = 1 and ~() = 4°. Hence, both sampling
criteria, that we derived in this chapter, were not satisfied (Eq. (6.44)). The last choice of
sampling steps resulted in having 6 samples of the radial parameter and 90 samples of the
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Figure 6.3: Simulation results for the case when the proposed sampling criteria were
met (~p = 0.7 and ~B = 3°) and the location of the source of the electric field was
(from top to bottom) at (19, -19), (-16,21), (12.5,30) and (-19, -40): (a) the recovered
vector field and (b) the theoretical electric field as computed from Coulomb's law.
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angular parameter. Hence, the system of equations consisted of 540 (= 6 x 90) equations.
It must be Hated that the number of linear equations was about the same for the four sets
of experiments, apart from the last one, where it was inevitable to have a reduced number
of linear equations.
The systems of equations, that we obtained in the last three sets of experiments
(for all four source locations), were also solved by using the LS Gauss-Newton method.
The reconstruction results were obtained. The relative magnitude reconstruction error
plots (i.e. the plots of the absolute values of the differences between the magnitudes of
the reconstructed fields and the theoretical ones divided by the theoretical magnitude)
and the absolute angular reconstruction error plots (Le. the plot of the absolute angular
differences (in degrees) between the reconstructed vector field values and the theoretical
ones) for all four sets of experiments and four source locations can be seen in Fig. 6.4
and Fig. u.5, respectively. We notice from these figures that the case where the derived
sampling criteria were met outperforms the other three cases where we had a violation
of at least one of these criteria. This observation was made even in the case where the
number of equations, by having violation of a sampling criterion, was larger than the
respective number by satisfying both sampling criteria.
To appreciate better the degradation in the performance of the direct algebraic
reconstruction method of Chapter 3, by not imposing the upper sampling bounds on fj,p
and t:l.(), in Fig. u.6 and Fig. 6.7, we present the histograms of the errors in each case. By
close examination of these figures, we may see that the violation of the lower bounds to
the sampling rates of the radial and/or angular parameters resulted in having vector field
reconstructions of lower quality. In particular, it was found that the average error in the
vector field orientation was 35% higher, when the upper bound on sampling interval fj,()
was not imposed, as opposed to the case where both sampling criteria were met, whereas
the average error in the magnitude was higher by 24%. Similarly, it was found that
the average error in the vector field orientation was 24% higher, when the upper bound
on sampling interval fj,p was not imposed, as opposed to the case where both sampling
criteria were met, whereas the average error in the magnitude was higher by 10%. The
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Figure 6.4: The relative magnitude error plots for the cases when: (a) the proposed
sampling criteria were met (/1p = 0.7 and /1()= 3°); (b) the proposed sampling criterion
about the radial parameter was not fulfilled (/1p = 1 and /18 = 2°); (c) the proposed
sampling criterion about the angular parameter was not fulfilled (/1p = 0.5 and /18= 4°)
and (d) both proposed sampling criteria about the radial and angular parameters were
violated (/1p = 1 and /1()= 4°). The location of the source of the electric field was
(from top to bottom) at (19,-19), (-16,21), (12.5,30) and (-19,-40).
corresponding differences in the angular and magnitude errors for the case where both the
lower bounds on sampling rates of parameters p and ()were not imposed, over the case of
fulfilling the derived sampling requirements, were 38% and 26%, respectively.
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Figure 6.5: As in Fig. 6.4, but here the errors in vector field orientation are plotted.
6.5 Effect of Sampling Rate on Resilience to Noise
In this section, we investigate the effect of the sampling rate of the Radon domain
parameters on robustness against noise. In all experiments, reported in the previous sec-
tion, the sensors were placed exactly in the positions we had decided, and the measurement
taken by each sensor was exactly the value predicted by Coulomb's Jaw. In a practical
system, however, some of the sensor measurements are expected to have inaccuracies and
some of the sensors are aJso expected to be somehow misplaced. To emulate these effects,
we considered the following.
(i) A noise value was added to a measurement, as a fraction of the true value, with
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Figure 6.6: The histograms of the relative magnitude errors for the cases when: (a)
the proposed sampling criteria were met (~p = 0.7 and ~() = 3°); (b) the proposed
sampling criterion about the radial parameter was not fulfilled (D.p = 1 and D.() = 2°);
(c) the proposed sampling criterion about the angular parameter was not fulfilled
(D.p = 0.5 and D.() = 4°) and (d) both proposed sampling criteria about the radial
and angular parameters were violated (D.p = 1 and ~() = 4°). The location of the
source of the electric field was (from top to bottom) at (19,-19), (-16,21), (12.5,30)
and (-19, -40). We note that the histograms of the last three columns have heavier
tails towards higher values, when compared with the histograms of the first column.
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Figure 6.7: As in Fig. 6.6, but here the histograms of the errors in vector field
orientation are plotted. Again, we note that the histograms of the last three columns
have heavier tails towards higher values, when compared with the histograms of the
first column.
random sign. For example, 2% noise meant that the sensor measurement was changed
by 2% of the value dictated by Coulomb's law. The change was either incremental or
decremental, the choice made at random for each sensor.
(ii) A sensor was moved away from its correct position by a fraction of the correct
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position. For example, if according to the theory, a sensor should be placed at position
(x, y), and we considered a 2% error, then, the coordinates of this sensor were shifted by
2% the corresponding correct values, with a positive or negative sign chosen at random.
(iii) Both the above errors took place simultaneously.
We performed four series of experiments by perturbing (by the three types of noise
described above) (a) 25% of the sensors; (b) 50% of the sensors; (c) 75% of the sensors
and (d) all sensors. In order to evaluate the robustness of the proposed sampling bounds
against noise, we examined for each series of experiments, the four cases of Section 6.4:
(I) when both derived sampling criteria were met (/:lp = 0.7 and /:l() = 3°); (II) when
the proposed sampling criterion about the radial parameter was not fulfilled (/:lp = 1 and
/:l() = 2°); (III) when the derived sampling criterion about the angular parameter was
not fulfilled (/:lp = 0.5 and /:l() = 4°) and (IV) when both proposed sampling criteria
about the radial and angular parameters were violated. For every noise value (of each
noise type, sampling rate and percentage of perturbed sensors), ten simulations were
performed and the average reconstruction errors in relative magnitude and absolute vector
field orientation were obtained. The source of the vector field for all simulations was located
at (19,-19).
The results of these experiments are shown in Figs. 6.8-6.11. We observe there that
the employment of a scanning geometry that satisfied the sampling bounds, that had been
derived in Section 6.3, increased the resilience to all three types of noise, when compared
with the cases where at least one of the derived sampling criteria were not imposed.
6.6 Discussion and Conclusions
In this chapter, we addressed resolution issues in the context of 2-D vector field to-
mography. Such issues are crucial for the design of imaging devices. For our treatment, we
relied on sampling theory for deterministic band limited signals. Since, in this research we
dealt with the problem of reconstructing both components of a 2-D vector field based only
on line-integral data, therefore, we investigated sampling issues of the scanning geometry
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of the reconstruction performance in noisy environments for
the four cases of sampling rates of Figs. 6.4-6.7: (a) and (b) Errors in vector field ori-
entation and magnitude, respectively, when noise was added to the measurements of
the sensors, as a percentage of the true value. (c) and (d) Errors in vector field orien-
tation and magnitude, respectively, when small perturbations in the sensor positions
were added. Sensor misplacements were a percentage of the true positions. (e) and
(f) Errors in vector field orientation and magnitude, respectively, when both sensors'
measurements and positions were changed by a percentage of their true values. In all
cases, 25% of the sensors were perturbed.
with a view to solving this problem.
We discussed sampling issues about parallel scanning 2-D vector field tomography.
Therefore, the projection space was most conveniently parameterised by using parameters
p and e, where p was the length of the normal from the origin of the axes to the scanning
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Figure 6.9: As in Fig. 6.8, but here 50%of the sensors were perturbed.
line, and ()was the angle at which this normal is inclined to the positive x semi-axis. Hence,
we investigated the sampling requirements about these two Radon domain variables. For
fan beam scanning 2-D vector field tomography, the treatment would be similar. However,
the projection space, for this case, would be most conveniently parameterised by a pair of
angles, where the one angle would define the source position and the other angle would
determine, for a specific source position, the angle that the considered scanning line would
make with the central ray. Hence, one would have to find the sampling requirements about
these two parameters.
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Figure 6.10: As in Fig. 6.8, but here 75%of the sensors were perturbed.
The sampling bounds, which must be imposed on the sampling of parameters p and
o in order not to lose boundary integral information and, at the same time, to achieve an
intended spatial resolution of the investigated 2-D vector field, were derived. Equivalently,
it may be said that the derived criteria also described the maximum acceptable resolution
in the reconstruction region, given the sampling of the sinogram.
Evidence that showed the favourable behaviour of the proposed sampling bounds
towards the accuracy of the complete 2-D vector field reconstruction was provided by
presenting examples. It was also shown that the implication of using a scanning geometry
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Figure 6.11: As in Fig. 6.8, but here all sensors were perturbed.
that violated the derived lower bounds to sampling rates in the sinogram was a degradation
in the performance of the direct algebraic reconstruction technique of Chapter 3. This was
expected, since by not sampling the Radon parameters densely enough, the information
content of the line-integral measurements was inadequate and the aliasing problems that
occurred had an adverse effect on the reconstruction quality.
An important issue when solving inverse problems is the sensitivity of the solution
to noise. In the case of this problem, there were two possible sources of noise: inaccuracies
in the sensor measurements and misplacements of the sensors. It is very encouraging,
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therefore, that more resilience to noise was observed when the sampling bounds, proposed
in this chapter, were imposed.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Discussion and Main Contributions of this Thesis
INthis thesis, we focused on the reconstruction problem of 2-D vector field tomographyby relying only on line-integral data. In previous attempts to map integral measure-
ments obtained along scanning lines onto a vector field, conventional (scalar) tomography
theory and the FST had invariably been applied [4], [44]and [48]: this had led to an under-
determined problem. Possible solutions to this problem, that have been proposed in the
literature, were discussed in Section 1.1. However, these solutions involve either different
type of modelling of the available measurements or the incorporation of supplementary
information, apart from the projection measurements. Next, we briefly outline the main
contributions of this thesis.
The main contribution of this thesis is that it demonstrated that in the discrete
domain, the reconstruction problem of 2-D vector field tomography, based only on a finite
number of line-integral data, is tractable. The proposed direct algebraic reconstruction
technique treated the discretised available measurements as bounded linear functionals on
the space of two-integrable functions in the reconstruction region. Hence, the 2-D vector
field reconstruction problem was cast as the solution of a system of linear equations, where
the unknowns of the system were the Cartesian components of the examined vector field in
specific sampling points, finite in number and arranged in a grid, of the 2-D reconstruction
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region. This contribution may open new possibilities in a wide variety of disciplines, a
short account of which was given in Section 3.2 of this thesis.
Another finding in this thesis was that the solution of the inverse problem of 2-
D vector field tomography, by following the introduced direct algebraic reconstruction
techniques, was relatively robust to perturbations in the sensor positions. This result is
very encouraging since such inaccuracies in the sensor positions are rather intrinsic to
inverse problems. Therefore, any tomographic application, where the domain (over which
the vector field is to be reconstructed) does not have a shape that helps the firm and stable
placement of the sensors, may benefit from this property.
Other offering of this thesis is that it provided methods to improve the reconstruc-
tion quality of 2-D vector field tomography and also to increase the resilience to noise,
namely inaccuracies in the integral measurements and/or sensor misplacements. The pro-
posed methods were based on Radon transform theory. They employed either interpolated
boundary data, obtained at "virtual sensors", or probabilistic weights with the view to
approximating uniformity in the projection space. Experimental results pointed out that
about 30% reduction of the reconstruction error may be achieved by employing either
of these two solutions. Most importantly, the two proposed methods improved the re-
construction quality and also increased the noise tolerance, without being limited by the
applicability constraints (i.e. physical constraints on sensor placement and total scan-
ning time constraints) that are imposed when one employs actual uniform sampling in
the Radon space. On top of these enhancements, it must be noted that the method that
employs probabilistic weights is also very time-efficient, since the weight calculation can
be performed in advance. These outcomes may be of benefit in related applications, where
noise and time are crucial factors.
Another contribution of this thesis is that it addressed resolution issues in the
context of 2-D vector field tomography. Since, the topic of research in this thesis is the
problem of reconstructing both components of a 2-D vector field by relying only on line-
integral information, sampling issues of the scanning geometry with a view to solving this
problem were investigated. The treatment employed the simplest case of scanning geome-
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try, namely standard parallel scanning. The novelty introduced ill this thesis is that lower
sampling bounds were derived. These bounds must be imposed on the sampling rates of
the variables in the projection space, for a given spatial resolution in the reconstruction
region, so that no measurement information is lost. Equivalently, it may be said that the
derived criteria also describe the maximum acceptable resolution in the reconstruction
region, given the sampling of the sinogram. The derived limits demonstrated favourable
behaviour towards vector field reconstruction accuracy. It was also shown that the impli-
cation of using a scanning geometry that violated the derived lower bounds of sampling
rates in the sinogram was a degradation in the performance of the direct algebraic re-
construction technique. This was expected, since by not sampling the Radon parameters
densely enough, the information content of the line-integral measurements was inadequate
and the aliasing problems that occurred had an adverse effect on the reconstruction qual-
ity. In addition, it was reported that by imposing the proposed sampling bounds, also the
resilience to noise increased. The bounds to the sampling rates of the sinogram, derived in
this thesis, may provide the mathematical analysis tools that are necessary to understand
the computational data acquisition systems' design. One may, then, implement the de-
rived bounds on current hardware by manufacturing a measurement geometry such that
the data set it accommodates will satisfy these bounds. Finally, the derived sampling
bounds may be integrated (together with the proposed reconstruction algorithms and the
available hardware) into the design of tomographic imaging systems.
Finally, another achievement of this thesis is that it proposed a method to handle
the stability deficiencies of the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem. In particular, in
order to do away with the matters of existence and uniqueness of the solution and, also, to
restore the solution's continuous dependency on the projection data, this thesis proposed
to take advantage of the redundancy in the line-integral data, as a form of employing reg-
ularisation. The regularisation lies in the fact that by using many line orientations passing
through every sampling point, and, then, viewing the related recordings as weighted sums
of the local vector field's Cartesian components, one manages to include additional infor-
mation about the investigated vector field itself in the problem formulation. Hence, the
regularisation term consisted of the extra set of regularisation rows, added to the system
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matrix. This approach may be advantageous to the solution of various ill-posed problems
in engineering, physical sciences, medicine and finance.
However, we must note that due to the physical limitations of current sensing sys-
tems, it is not possible, at the moment, to achieve redundancy in the line-integral data (as
required by the proposed regularisation) for most tomographic applications where images
of very high resolution are required. The last decade, nevertheless, has witnessed [40] a
rapid surge of interest in manufacturing techniques of miniaturised sensors for healthcare
and industry. Therefore, the odds are that a rapid expansion in development of sensors
of smaller size will take place over the next ten years. Such advances in sensor technology
will facilitate the implementation of the regularisation proposed in this thesis by taking
advantage of the redundancy in the projection data. Moreover, this type of developments
will make it possible for the reconstruction algorithms, that we introduced in this thesis,
to meet the desired standards of most tomographic applications.
For all the contributions of this thesis, mentioned above, evidence was provided
by presenting examples of complete reconstruction. The vector field under investigation,
in all the simulations reported in this thesis, was the static electric field. This example
application was chosen because one can compute the ground truth very easily and with
great accuracy (using Coulomb's law) and, thus, evaluate the proposed methodologies.
Future work could also take the algorithms, proposed in this thesis, and apply them
successfully to the complete reconstruction of vector fields, other than the static electric
field presented in this thesis. Next, we discuss possible directions of future research.
7.2 Topics for Further Research
Vector field tomography has substantial potential and this thesis only scratches the
surface of a very interesting and promising problem. Next, we outline some topics that
are worthy of investigation in the future.
As a first step, it would be of interest to take the direct algebraic reconstruction
technique, introduced in Chapter 3 of this thesis, and extend it into 3-D. Such an extension
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is straightforward and it involves the appropriate pararneterisation of lines in 3-D. The
only limitation of this extension is the number of simultaneous linear equations one can
solve.
Simulations, where the topic of investigation will be the reconstruction of vector
fields, other than the electric field reported in this thesis, by relying only on projection
measurements is also of interest. Further work could also take the algorithms, proposed ill
this thesis, and apply them successfully to the reconstruction of actual vector fields, such
as MRI flow velocity fields. This, of course, would involve one obtaining actual projection
data.
The solution to the 2-D vector field reconstruction problem, by following the pro-
posed reconstruction techniques of this thesis, was found to be rather sensitive to the
sensor measurements' errors. Methods to overcome such sensitivity may also be a possible
future direction of the research work in this thesis. Robust reconstruction methods that
employ a redescending kernel [24]or formulation of the inverse problem in 2-D vector field
tomography as a Bayesian reconstruction problem [43] might be the way to tackle this
problem. The development of very accurate sensors may also provide another solution to
this problem.
In Chapter 5, it was proposed to achieve approximate uniformity in the (p,O) pro-
jection space by employing probabilistic weights. A modification of this heuristic, that
may result in further enhancement of the vector field reconstruction quality, is to apply
weighting functions to each reconstruction pixel with the view to compensating for the
non-uniform ()distribution of the scanning lines that go through this reconstruction point.
In Chapter 6, resolution issues in the context of 2-D vector field tomography, and
with the purpose of achieving the complete reconstruction of the examined vector field,
were addressed. The scanning geometry that was studied was standard parallel scanning.
Therefore, the projection space was most conveniently parameterised by using parameters
p and (), where p was the length of the normal from the origin of the axes to the scanning
line, and () was the angle at which this normal in inclined to the positive x semi-axis.
Hence, sampling requirements about these two Radon domain variables were under inves-
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tigation. For future work, it would he of particular interest to address sampling issues,
also for fan beam 2-D vector field tomography and with the view to achieving the complete
reconstruction of the examined vector field. The treatment for this case would he similar
to parallel scanning, although a bit more complicated. Additionally, the projection space
for the fan beam scanning geometry would be most conveniently parameterised by a pair
of angles, where the one angle would define the source position and the other angle would
determine, for a specific source position, the angle that tho' considered scanning line would
form with the central ray. Hence, one would have to find the sampling requirements about
these two parameters.
This thesis has neglected a number of interesting things at lower layers, such as
incorporating the sensor modelling into the formulation of the 2-D vector field reconstruc-
tion problem. The sensor effects are out of the scope of this thesis, but how to incorporate
accurately these effects into the problem formulation is, easily, a research area by itself.
Finally, it would be worthy to explore the possibility of extending the vector field
reconstruction algorithms, developed in this thesis, to the reconstruction of tensor fields.
This would be a really interesting path to follow, since tensor tomography builds on much
of the work accomplished in vector field tomography [10], [20], [21]and [27]. As a starting
step, simulation studies in 2-D could be performed aiming at fully reconstructing a 2 x 2
tensor field in a 2-D domain, based only on a few directional projections of the examined
tensor field.
In the same context, it would be of particular interest to try and apply the tensor
field reconstruction techniques, that would be obtained, to diffusion tensor Mill. The
goal, then, would be to recover the entire diffusion tensor field, under investigation, based
only on its Mill projections. The characterisation of the structure of myocardium and
brain white matter could benefit from such an application. However, this application
is challenged at the moment by severe eddy currents caused by the rotating diffusion
gradients.
This thesis should finish at some point and this is the best place for this to happen.
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